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Public Hearing Is Held On
Request By Murray Bass Club
Several objections were raised last
night at a public hearing on a proposed
project by the Murray Bass Club.
The Bass Club, which has purchased
a lot on Blood River, Kentucky Lake,
has asked for a permit to construct a
floating boat dock, sand beach, parking
lot, and other improvements on the lot,
for the private use of the Bass Club
members, according to their presen-
tation last night.
Area property owners objected to the
project, mainly on grounds of invasion
of privacy, devaluation of surrounding
property, and safety reasons.
Jerry McConnell, of the bass club,
opened the hearing with a presentation
on the intended use of the lot, which is
about 21/2 acres.
He noted that it is the opinion of the
club's attorney and the Tennessee
Valley Authority that the intended use
of the lot is within the subdivision
regulations, which were drawn by TVA
when the land was sold.
The improvements will include: an
open air pavilion; a gravel parking
area; a 75-foot wide sand beach; a
buoy-marked swimming area, if per-
mitted; a 60 by 5-foot floating dock for
accommodating day use by six boats;
and a fixed dock and walkway on high
ground. Also included in the proposal is
a 14-foot single lane ramp for loading
and unloading boats.
McConnell said that the area inside
the small inlet where the club's lot is
located will be designated a "no-wake
area" for club members, and that the
PADD To Seek Extension
Of Revenue Sharing Plan
The Purchase Area Development
District Board of Directors has agreed
to petition Congress for an extension of
federal revenue-sharing which is
scheduled to end this coming
December.
Calloway County Judge Robert 0.
Miller, board chairman, said that
"counties and cities will be in real
trouble if they (Congress) don't extend
it."
Miller told the board that Calloway
County has received over $1 million
since the program began about five
years ago. "That's a lot of money for a
small local government. . . when
somebody gives me a million dollars, I
become concerned when they talk
about stopping it."
Miller pointed out that the loss of
federal funds would seriously affect
programs and services offered by local
governments.
An extension of revenue-sharing is
being sought in the nation's Capitol but
time is running short. President Gerald
Ford Monday accused the Democratic-
controlled Congress of threatening the
nation's cities with disaster by failing to
approve an extension.
Title I Funds Approved
For City School District
US. Congressman Carroll Hubbard
ID-Ky.) today announced the Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare
(HEW) has approved federal
assistance under Title I for the Murray
Independent School District.
Murray Independent School District
will receive $4,820 from Title I of Public
Law 874 which provides financial
assistance for schools in federally
affected areas.
In order to alleviate some of the
financial burden being experienced by
many of the local education agencies,
payments are being made for ap-
proximately 50 per cent of that which
was received by the district to date for
Fiscal Year 1975.
However, Congressman Hubbard
noted that he was informed by William
L. Stormer, director of School
Assistance in Federally Affected Areas
of the Department of HEW, that the
Fiscal Year 1976 applications will be
processed as in the past for payments
on the basis of the data in the reports
and adjusted accordingly to raise the
payments to 75 per cent as rapidly as
possible before June 30.
The Murray Independent School
District should receive its check within
the next week or so, Congressman
Hubbard added.
site would not be used for any type of
tournaments or mass boating ac-
tivities.
McConnell stressed in his presen-
tation that the lot and facilities will be
for the private use of the club mernhallgli,
only, and will not be a commerdIII
public use area.
Attorney Steve West, representing,
the individual property owners in the
area, objected strongly to approval of
the project. West pointed out that the
beach area will detract from the
private, historic nature of the area.
West also pointed out that In in
deeds to lots in the subdivision
covenants included in the deeds Pro
for the construction and use Of
summer homes, for residential,
use only. He noted that any ramp
beach constructed in this manner conk.
not be restricted to private use, LS it
would be on TVA easement, and that it
would attract the public to the area,
thus taking it out of the private use
category specified in the deeds.
West also cited an independent
realtors' opinion that the approval of
the project would devalue the property
adjacent to it and indirectly devalue
surrounding property.
Others speaking against the approval
of the project included Buddy &Witt.
Dick Stout, Col. Tom Brown, Harry
Fannin, and Donald Hughes. Most of
these persons echoed the statements
presented by West.
Col. Hank Hatch, of the Army Corps
of Engineers, said he will make a
decision based on the public interest in
the issue. He pointed out, however, that
any decision he makes will not pre-
empt other recourses by either side.
Grant Approved
For University
Governor Julian Carroll has awarded
a $4,020 grant to Murray States
University for the purpose of con-
ducting a two-day seminar on legal and
socio-economic issues related to
juvenile delinquency and the courts.
The project had received a favorable
recommendation from the Kentucky
Crime Commission during its February
meeting in Lexington and was sub-
mitted to the Governor for final ap-
proval.
Of the total amount, 43,080 will come
from federal Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration (LEAA)
funds and $1,020 from state matching
funds.
Bill Allowing Prayer In School
Sent To Governor For Approval
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — The
Kentucky Senate has passed a House
approved bill that would allow
recitation of the Lord's prayer and the
STATE WINNER--Linda Avery,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. G R.
Avery, and senior at Calloway.
County High School, has been
selected as Kentucky Winner for
the Good Citizenship Award of
the Daughters of the American
Revolution. She will receive a
$100 bond at the state DAR
meeting on March 24 at
Lexington. She represented the
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of
the DAR. Miss Avery also placed
second in the Central Eastern
Division of the five states of Ken-
tucky, Indiana, West Virginia.
Ohio, and Mkhigan, and her
papers have been forwarded to
the National Division, according to
Airs. John livesay, regent of the
local DAR chapter.
pledge of allegiance to the flag in public
elementary schools.
The bill passed 24 to 8 Tuesday and
now goes to the governor.
The measure brought a round of hot
debate during a session that earlier
involved emotional discussion, and
passage, of an anti-bussing bill.
The Senate also passed one of Gov.
Julian Carroll's consumer protection
bills and two of his severance tax
measures, sending them on for the
governor's signature.
And the chamber heard one senator
denounce the "murder" of his bill to
require release of state university
presidents' and professors' salaries and
benefits.
The anit-bussing bill, already passed
by the House, goes to the governor.
Carroll, though he has opposed bussing,
has not said whether he will sign the
bill.
The measure would allow parents to
send their children to the school nearest
their home regardless of their assigned
school under a desegregation program.
The prayer and pledge of allegiance
bill, HB 333, was both backed and op-
posed by ministers in the Senate. In
fact, Sen. Tom'Ward, 0-Versailles, an
ordained Presbyterian minister, was
the first to oppose it
Ward called the measure
"un-American and un-Christian" and
said, "I don't believe a good Christian
would force a Jewish child into standing
with members of his class and being
embarrassed. This bill is uncon-
stitutional."
Sen. Joe Wright, D-Hained, said the
pledge and prayer would be "volun-
tary" under the bill, and another
supporter, Sen. Gene Huff. R-London, a
Pentecostal minister, said he favored
the measure because liberal decisions
are "diluting the actual spirit of
Americanism in many of our
institutions."
The Senate passed a consumer bill to
strengthen Kentucky's generic drug
law. The House-approved measure
would require pharmacies to post signs
Informing customers of the availability
of less expensive generic drugs
equivalent to brand-name drugs
prescribed by physicians.
The two severance tax measures
were HB 674 and HE 675. The first
establishes a coal severance economic
aid fund to finance capital projects in
coal producing counties. It carries an
appropriation of $5 million for each of
the next two fiscal years.
The second establishes an area
development fund for capital projects
in 15 area development districts in
Kentucky. It carries an appropriation
of $6 million each fiscal year.
The blast at the apparent death of
Senate Bill 308, which would require
state universities to release salaries of
their presidents and professors, came
from Sen. Doug Moseley, the sponsor.
"SB 308 is dead. It's been murdered . .
The university presidents simply do
not want the public to know what the
salaries of their professors and staff
members are." Moseley said. "Are
they afraid to disclose their OVITI
salaries?
"I have it on reliable information that
if the salary and all of the fringe
benefits of (University of Kentucky)
President (Otis) Singletary were
knorm pallid', that we would be
amazed to discover that he's making
more than $100,000," Moseley said.
"Are they afraid that their personal
dynasties wilLtilde in the sunshine of
public scrutiny?"
Moseley's bill was passel 32 to 2 by
the Senate but still lingers In the Rouse
Education Committee The committee
chairman, Rep. Dico Stephens. 13-
Lexington, said Tuesday he has TO
plans to consider the bill.
The DECA Club of the Murray Vocational School returned from the state conference with several awards last
weekend The students are from Murray Hgh School and Calloway County High.
Staff Photo by David Hi
Local DECA Members Win Awards
The local chapter of Kentucky
Distributive Education Clubs of
America, ( DECA) from Murray Area
Voc. Ed. Center participated in the
Career Development Conference held
in Louisville at the Galt House, March
11-13, 1976. The purpose of this con-
ference was to recognize outstanding
school chapters and individual student
members throughout Kentucky. The
sophomore, junior, and senior students
enrolled in this vocational education
TODAY'S INDEX
Two Sections Today





Comics Croalitat4  ""' 8,14
Classifieds 12,13
Deaths & F unerals 14
Partly Cloudy
Partly cloudy with a warming trend
through Thursday. Low tonight in the
mid to upper 30s. High Thursday in the
low to mid 60s. Friday sunny and
warmer.
program offered in the high school have
established a career objective in the
field of merchandising, marketing, or
retailing.
Diana Sliger, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Hulon Sliger, was elected state
DECA secretary for 1976-77.
Among local winners are: Cindy
Rudolph, public speaking and Debbie
Cherry, foocUndustry. Gail Ahart won
both the retail jewelry and DECA
commonwealth cleanup proiect;
service industry, Randy McMillin.
Mary Bonner won the variety store and
DECA quiz competition. Winners also
include Janet Smith, store layout,
chapter of the year competition; Diane
Choate and Jennie Burkeen, chapter
newsletter.
Marc Harp and Chuck Higginbotham,
won the boy student of the year and
department store competition;
mathematics of distribution, Dorothy
Higginbotham; Bobbie Smith won the
sales demonstration and the usable
chapter news award competition.
Donna Tabers won the girl student of
the year and merchandise information
competition; Sharon Buchanana,
speciality store and show card let-
tering; area of distribution manual,
Richela Towery; automotive and
petroleum industry, Hutson; norne
furnishing industry, Teresa Cavitt;
food services series and outstanding
chapter member, Marc Hays; alumni
supporting chapter and alumni
membership award, Murray Voc. Ed.
Center Alumni DECA Chapter.
Those who were first and second
place winners will be representing
Kentucky at the national DECA con-
ference in Chicago, May 7-13.
Thursday Health
Clinic Cancelled
The clinic at the Calloway County
Health Center, scheduled for Thursday,
March 18, has been cancelled as the
nurses are attending a Family Plan-
ning Conference at Glasgow today and
tomorrow.
Nurses attending the conference are
Mona Purdom, Daphene Mowery, and
Amelia McLeod.
Clinics are held at the health center
on Tuesdays and Thursdays of each
week.
Measure Abolishing 'Holder In
Due Course' Doctrine Approved
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — The
Kentucky House has passed the "holder
in due course" bill, a major part of Gov.
Julian Carroll's consumer protection
package.
The bill, already passed by the state
Senate, was heavily lobbied against by
automobile dealers and had been
stalled in a House committee.
Administration efforts to get it out of
committee included sending a state
plane to Hopkinsville to pick up a sick
legislator whose vote was needed.
The measure finally was passed
Tuesday by a vote of 53-35, and now
goes to the governor.
When signed into law, it will abolish
the "holder in due course" doctrine that
permits a financial institution buying
an installment contract to force a
consumer to pay off the note— even if
the merchandise is not delivered or if it
proves to be defective. The bill will give
the consumer a legal defense for
stopping payment in such cases.
Some legislators expressed concern
that the measure could hurt rather than
help the consumer by increasing in-
terest rates and making it more dif
fifth to obtain credit.
But others praised the bill. Rep. Fred
Morgan, D-Paducah, called it "one of
the best consumer protection measures
we've got."
The administration's medical
malpractice insurance legislation also
was given solid approval by the House.
The pair of malpractice bills, worked
out by consumer groups, attorneys and
the Kentucky medical association.
guarantee malpractice coverage as of
July 1, 1976.
One bill requires every licensed
physician or hospital in the state to
participate in a Kentucky patients
compensation fund. Each doctor would
be required to have at least $100,000
insurance for each malpractice claim
and $300,000 insurance for all claims
that might be filed in any one year.
Each member would also have to pay
the fund an annual assessment of up to
10 per cent of his insurance premium
Money from the compensation fund
would be used to pay judgments in
excess of the insurance carried by the
members.
The companion measure sets up a
joint underwriting association, to
consist of most casualty companies that
operate in Kentucky, which would be
required to offer a minimum amount of
professional liability coverage to
physicians and hospitals.
Both measures have been adopted by
the Senate and go to the governor.
A third major administration bill
concerning taxes was approved by the
House Tuesday and also goes to the
governor, since it has already been
passed by the Senate.
The tax bill rabies the ceiling on the
amount a person may earn without
paying state income tax. It also gives
tax credits to the blind and elderly. It
exempts local governments and
charitable institutions from the state
sales tax and increases the inheritance
exemption for either spouse to $20,000.
The House also approved a bill
directing the Kentucky corrections
commissioner to institute a program of
vocational education for inmates in
Kentucky's prisons. The ,prlsoners
would be able to participate in such
programs in the community during the
last 90 days of their confinement.
Twenty-one Calloway County citizens are now better equipped to assist
fellow employees, families, and perhaps total strangers, in time of accident,
according to Mary lane Howard, Red Cross First Aid Instructor. A 15 hour
course was completed at the Calloway County Library last week and cer-
tification was granted. The latest techniques in "what to do before the doc-
tor arrives" was successfully completed by (left to rightk
Artie Haneline, Lemke Hooks, Don Cherry, Kathy Hodge, Mary lane
Howard, Instructor, Gary Covey, Annette Handl'', Ron Wells, Carlton
Moore, David Smotherman, Marvin Keeling, Hazel Berkley, Carolyn Hud-
son, tarry Wood, loan Gardner, Christie Stephens, Ted Vaughn. Ann
Brooks,). R. tones, Roszelia WAliams, Chrystie Howard.
This course meets the OSHA requirements for business and industry and
is provided free to the public whatever there is a need and sufficient num-
bers to enroll a class. Others interested in taking Standard, CPR, or Ad-
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Diana Lyons, left, and Donna Garland of Tau Phi Lamb-
da Sorority assisted with answering the telephone for





Tau Phi Lambda members
begin a twenty-one hour
session in telephone an-
swering at the local phone
center for the United Ceretral
of Kentudry.
The Murray and Calloway
County center was located at
the Murray Datsun Company
and local contributions were
taken.
Other members of the
sorority who assisted with the
phone center were Cynthia
Hart, Betty Kell, Carol
McDougal, Glenda Smith,
Earnestine Garland, Ann
Spann, Loretta Jobs, Martha
Andrus, Jean Richardson.
Linda Carter of the Murray
Quota Club also helped with
the phone center.
Calloway County Chairman
Helen Spann appeared on the
Telethon over KFVS Channel
12 television and was able to
tell of a few of the activities in
this counfy which made












Three local girls, Lisa
Harrell, Martha McKinney,
and Jane Wager were recently
installed as members of the
Delta Omega Chapter of
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority at
Murray State University.
Miss Harrell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Harrell, 801 Doran Road, was
active as fall pledge clam
president and is now serving
as historian of the sorority.
Miss McKinney, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John McKinney,
901 Clarkshire Drive, is active
as AOKI; panhellenic
delegate and as a student
member of the MSU Student
Center Planning Committee.
She was also honored as Ideal
Freshman Woman and has a
4.0 average.
Miss Wager, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jack
Wager, 300 South Sixteenth
Street, was active as
songleader of the pledge class,
was a member of the cast of
the 1976 Campus Lights, and





Women of Lynn Grove and
Goshen Churches will hold
their annual observances of
The Call to Prayer and Self
Denial on Saturday, March 20,
at two p.m. at the Lynn Grove
Church.
The Call, inspried by special
mission needs, focuses on
prayer, a deepened spiritual
life, and a guided mission
study, leaders said. An in-
terpretation of the mission
projects in the United States
and abroad will be studied and
p special offering will be
taken.
PADUCAH PATIENT
William B. Miller of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
MEMPHIS PATIENT
Orville Anderson is un-
dergoing tests and treatment
at St. Joseph Hospital East,
Memphis, Tenn. Persons may
send him cards or letters to
Orville Anderson, Room 1130,
St. Joseph Hospital East, 5959




The executive board of the
Murray Woman's Club met in
the clubhouse Monday, March
8, and made plaes for the
contests to be held locally and
in the district in preparation
for the state meeting to be
held in April.
Mrs. Linda Patterson,
teacher in the East Side
Elementary School spoke to
the group and asked financial
help for the development of an
ecological project being
developed on the school
grourids.
Plans were discussed for the
annual business meeting of
the club on Monday, March 22,
at 9:30 a. m. for brunch. Mrs.
Donald Danunert, Kentucky
State President, will be
speaker. Reports from the
chairmen will be heard and
election of officers will be
observed. Members entering
the sewing contest will model
their garments at this
meeting.
The annual meeting of the
Kentucky Federation of
Woman's Clubs is scheduled
for April 20-22 in the Phoenix
Hotel, Lexington. Winners in
the district contests - sewing,
music, arts, crafts, essays,
short stories will be judged in
this event.
The District meeting of the
Women's Clubs will be held
March V at South Marshall
school. Mrs. A. C. LaFollette,
president of the Murray
Woman's Club and District
Governor, will preside.
Robbie Harrison, chairman
of the Home Department,
reported over $700 raised in
the Heart Fund drive and not
all departments with
solicitor's kits had reported.
Dorris Cella, chairman of
the Garden Department,
announced the annual card
party luncheon to be held in
the club house at 12:30 March
Z3. The Bicentennial theme is
to be used and prizes are
provided for table winners.
This is the only financial effort
made by this department, and
in the past has yielded suf-
ficient funds to meet the




her attendance of the meeting
held at Mayfield in which Mrs.
Dammert was speaker.
Cecelia Brock also attended.
Mrs. LaFollette announced
her appointment of Margaret
Trevathan to the chair
manship of the Bicen
Book Shelf program.
Mrs. LaFollette represen
the First District at
Kentucky Educations
Television telethon Saturday
night in interest of the con-
tributions to guarantee the
funding of KET programs
another year. Mrs. LaFollette
joined other governors in






Bridge Club will meet at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall.
Student movies, "Summer
of '42" will be at six p.m. and
"Ryan's Daughter " at eight
p.m. at University School
auditorium. Admission fifty
cents for one or both movies.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from noon to four p.m.
Thursday, March 18
Household shower for Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Cochran and
son. Ronnie, and Fred
Anderson, who lost their home
and contents by fire, will be
held at the Beech Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church at seven p.m.
Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at seven p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the Masonic Hall.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Community Center at
7:30 p.m.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from noon to four p.m.
Home Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
potluck luncheon at one p.m.
at the club house.
Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club
will meet at the Murray
Woman's Club House at 6:30
p.m.
Women of Murray Moose
Lodge will hold executive
session at seven p.m. and
business session at eight p.m.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for Senior Citizens with a
potluck luncheon at 11:30 a.m.
and table games at one p.m.
Consumer Awareness
Workshop will be at Water-
field Student Union Ballroom
from eight a.m. to five p.m.
This is free and open to the
Concert by the Trombone
Choir, directed by Prof.
Raymond Conklin, will be at
8:15 p.m. in the Recital Hall of
Fine Arts Annex, MSU,
Philosophy Colloquium will
be held in Room 500 of Faculty
Hall, MSU, at 3:30 p.th. Public
Is invited.
Social Concerns Committee
will meet at City Hall at seven
p.m.
Friday, March 19
Chili supper will be at 5:30
p.m. and variety show at
seven p.m. at North Calloway
Elementary School. Events
are sponsored by the PT(
Friday, March 19
Murray Art Guild will be
open from noon to four p.m.






Covington, will open at the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU,
and continued through March
31.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30
p.m. Call 753-0929 for tran-
sportation.
Saturday, March 20
Chapter M of PEO will have
its meeting in Mayfield with
Mrs. Edward Nunnelee and
Mrs. James Berhow am
hostesses.
Murray Art Guild will b
open from noon to four p.m.
Lynn Grove-Goshen Unite(
Methodist Church Women wil
have its annual observance cot
Call to Prayer and Self Denia
at Lynn Grove Church at tux
p.m.
Open house for prospective
nursing students and then
parents will begin at nine a.m
in Mason Hall, MSU.
Saturday, March 20
International Dinner by the
International Students o:
Murray State University wil
be in the Student Unior
Ballroom at 4:30 p.m. Public
is invited and tickets are
adults $3.00, students $2.50 a nc
children $2.00.
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
Campout will be held at Piney
Campground, Land Between
the Lakes, this weekend with a
potluck supper on Saturday
night.
Sunday, March 21
Style Show, sponsored hv
MSU Home Economics 0
will be held on second fl(Kir,
north side of Applied Science
Building, at four p.m No
admission and public is -1-
vited.
Recitals by JaniceCrawford, Tell City. Ind.,
trombone, and MarshaRudolph, Paducah, Clarinet,will be at two p.m. and ofMaria Lassiter, Benton,piano, will be at 3:30 p.m inthe Recital Hall, Fine ArtsAnnex, MSU
Sunday, March 21
Independence UnitedMethodist Church will have itsthird Sunday fellowship atseven p.m. with Wayne andKathy Perrin as guests
Members of the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club (left to right)Mimi Jordan, Sophie Sagrera and Fulda Alexander worked on table decorations for theforthcoming Luncheon-Card Party at the March meeting of the department
Card Party
To Be Held
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
met at the club house on
Thursday, March 4. Activities
began at ten a. m. with a work
shop making decorations for
the card party.
Verble Yates and Irene
Young were instructors for the
lesson in sand craft. Glasses
were filled with red, white and
blue sand and will be used for
table decorations for the
party.
Following a sack lunch, the
business meeting was held at
1:30 p. m. with Doris Cella,
department chairman,
presiding.
Much of the meeting was
spent discussing plans for the
annual luncheon and card
party which will be held on
March 23. The luncheon will
begin at 12:30 p. m. followed
by the cart' party. The cost of
the tickets is $2.50 per person
and they may be obtained
from any member of the
Garden Department or by
calling Christine Rhodes 753-
8785.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Connie Miller of Dexter has








Mrs. Ann Reynolds, Murray
Manor, Apt. H4, Murray, Miss
Ann Brazier, Route 2, Box 127,
Chester, UI, Miss Cheryl
Lynn Hatcher, 803 Vine,
Murray, Owen Anderson,
Route 5, Murray, Miss Linda
Janelle Hales, 331 Moss Drive,
Clinton, Miss Kathy C.
Heinrich, 104 Owens Dr.,
Paris, Tn., Master Timothy
W. Canup, Route 1, Hardin,
Samuel A. Jaren, 603 Vine,
Murray, Miss Marry N.
Cokolow, 207 Spruce St.,
Murray, Miss Ores Nell
Bumphis, 204 Pine, Murray,
Hulon L. Hopkins, 406 Dale St.,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Effie Lee
Craig, P. 0. Box 37,
Buchanan, Tn., Mrs. Alice M.
Rouse, 1712 Plainview Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Janice K. Hays,
Route 1, ICirksey, Mrs. Kattie
Letterman and baby
daughter, Route 2, Box 11,
Murray, Mrs. Margaret V.
Koertner, 1631 College Farm
Road, Murray, Mrs. Vernie
Wyatt, Route 1, Kirksey, Mrs.
Lucille Roberts, Almo, Dewy
E. Garner, Route 4, Paris,
Tn., Howard Thorn, Dexter,
Mrs. Delia Shelton, Route 1,
Dexter, Harvey 4, Cherry,
Route 8, Box 230, Murray,
Mrs. Maudie L. Garrison,
Route 5, Box 2369, Murray,
Dick C. S. Skinner, 406 North
6th St., Murray, Mrs. Mildred
L. Bazzell, Route 1, KIrksey,
Mrs. Nellie M. Burkeen, Route
1, Dexter, Noble Salter (ex-
pired), 804 Guthrie Dr.,
Murray.
By CECILY BROWNSTONE







Extra chicken parts, see
Note below
2 quarts water
1 medhun onion, peeled
1 huge carrot, pared
1 rib celery with leaves
1.4 teaspoon dried thyme
Salt and pepper to taste
Brine all the ingredients ex-
cept the salt and pepper to a
boll; skim Simmer, covered,
until chicken Is tender — about
1 hour. Remove the whole
chicken and chicken parts and
store in refrigerator. Strain the
broth and chill; the onion, car-
rot and celery may be stored
with the thicken. Remove most
of the hardened fat from broth;
we recommend leaving a little
at it for both color and flavor.
Heat troth, adding salt and
pepper. Makes about 1/2
quarts. The chilled thicken will
be excellent for sandwiches and
salad
Note: For the chicken parts
we used a few wing Ups, hearts
and gizzards that had been
stored in our freezer from other
broiler-fryers.
Popular Partners
Pork and potatoes are per-
fect casserole partners. Pork,
both fresh and smoked, offers
a wide variety of cuts for
tempting casserole dishes.
Pork cubed steaks are one of
the best, though less familiar,
possibilities. Simply brown
them, whole or cut in strips
and bake atop or stirred into
a pasta, bean or rice casse-
role.
What Rack?
Remember the rack that is
placed under the roast. Don't
forget it for it keeps the
meat from resting in drip-
pings and also allows the dry
heat to circulate around the
meat evenly. The only time
a rack is not necessary is
when a rib roast is being
cooked. The rib bones, in
this case, form a natural
rack for the roast.
Thomas
II
Hours: 10:00 to 5:00
Mon.-Fri.
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The Gamma Chapter of
Delta Kappa Gamma,
International Honor Society of
Women Educators, held a
luncheon meeting at the
Holiday Inn in Mayfield with
the president, Dr. Halene H.
Visher, presideing.
New members elected were
Mrs. Sandra Ann May,
Murray; Mrs. Dorothy Hawks
Spahr, Mayfield; Mrs. Judy
Tucker Mull, Cadiz ;. and Mrs.
Maria Jane Watts, Hickman.
Mrs. Lanette Allen gave the
report of the nominating
committee, and the following
officers were elected:








Dr. Visher announced that
anyone who has not paid a
dollar to the Golden Gift Fund
should send her donation to
the treasurer, Miss Mary
Lassiter.
In keeping with the theme of
Delta Kappa Gamma
National, Mrs. Imogene Heath
reviewed the requirements for
membership; the obligations,
responsibilities, and duties of
members; and also the
orientation of new members.
Mrs. Ruth Tucker presented
the program, which consisted
of a panel composed of the
following members: Evelyn
Kesterson, Jo Anna Rowland,
Margaret Pickard, and Edna
Whayne Radford, each of
whom revealed the
remarkable gains made by
women in the fields of
medicine, law, and other
notable professions,
especially during the past
year.
Discussing "The Role of
Women in Today's World,"
the group pointed out, for
instance, that in the last
academic year female
enrollment in the law schools
rose by more than 5000,
making the total number of
women law students now
21,788; that a survey of
Chicago's thirty top law firms
shim that they hired over one-
third more women in 1975 than
they did in 1974; and that in
dental schools a few years ago
women composed less than
two percent of the total
student body. However,
during the 1974-75 academic
year they totaled more than
6,8 percent, and the number of
*omen dentists in practice
is doubled since 1967.
*rat was further added that
sipme of the biggest gains are
being made by women en-
tiering medicine, that in the
put year the number of
women enrolled in medical
colleges has jumped from 15
percent to 18 percent, of the
student body, and that by 1985
Women are expected to occupy
JO percent of the faculty and
41aliff positions in the U. S.
medical schools.
The leaders also pointed out
that regardless of all these
gains, women are still more
greatly represented in the
Lower paying industries.
Hence, one-fourth of all the
families headed by women are
in poverty.
Members present were:
Mrs. Lanette Allen, Miss Ruby
Ashbrook, Mrs. Charlene
Curd, Mrs. Katie Mae Doran,
Mrs. Lourelle Forrest, Mrs.
Myrtell Futrell, Dr. Mildred
Hatcher, Mrs. Imogene
Heath, Mrs. Lula Bell Hodges,
Mrs. Mary Alice Hum-
phreys, Mrs. Sue Morris, Mrs.
Louise Overby, Mrs.
Margaret Pickard, Miss
Lovey Raburn, Mrs. Edna
Whayne Radford, Miss Betty
Rodgers, Mrs. Evea Ross,
Miss Jo Anna Rowland, Mrs.
Margaret Rudd, Miss Katie
Belle Shaw, Mrs. Mary J.
Smith, Mrs. Carolyn Sparks,
Mrs. Carolyn Sullivan, Mrs.
Ruth Tucker, Mrs. Nina
Tuggle, Dr. Helene Visher,
Pauline Waggener, Miss
Katherine Williamson, Mrs.
Wilma Wilson, Mrs. Ann
Wood, and Miss Ellazbeth
Wyatt.











chapter of Alpha Gamma
Delta Fraternity will hold
its regular monthly
meeting at 10:00 a.m. on
Saturday, March 20. The
meeting will be in the home
of Mrs. Patricia Estes at
522 Whitnell Avenue,
Murray.
Final plans for the April
10 International Reunion
Day will be among the
items of business to be
discussed. All alumnae
members of Alpha Gamma
Delta are invited to attend
the meeting.
Those interested in at-
tending the International
Reunion Day should con-
tact Mrs. Bob Martin, 1618
Kirkwood Drive, Murray,
Ky. The cahpter will be
celebrating its tenth an-
niversary on the Murray
State campus on this oc-
casion.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Sondra Grimes of Murray




Miss Donna Jones of




Dr. and Mrs. Wade Darby of
Jefferson City, Term., were
the guests Saturday of her
sister, Mrs. Shannon Ellis and
Mr. Ellis. Their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Hafford Paschall of
Puryear, Tenn., were also
guests in the Ellis home.
4 -21 kr-9-w
Debbie Taber,
It is our pleasure to
announce that Debbie
Taber. bride-elect of
Doeid HilL has selec-
ted her Chinn.
CrYstal. Silver and











Wife to Think Pink
By Abigail Van Buren
e ISiS W Mingo Trtloomi-N. V Nom trot lac
DEAR ABBY: I am expecting my fourth child in May.
My husband and I already have three boys, and of course
we'd like to have s little girl this time because four is my
limit.
My husband constantly tells me and everyone else he sees
that if I don't have a girl this time, he will "divorce" me
(He's only kidding of course, but it hurts me to hear it just
the same.)
He has gone out and bought a lot of pink baby clothes,
and he's even ordered baby furniture in pink! On
Valentine's Day he sent me a card, saying, 'THINK
PINK."
What should I give this expert needier for Father's Day
in case I have another boy?
DEAR P.C.: A pink EYE!
P.G.
DEAR ABBY: Since we have returned from our
Christmas vacation, I have needed to get something off my
chest.
Every year my husband insists that we take our children
to visit his parents over the holidays because they are 90
eager to see the grandchildren and they'd be "hurt" if we
didn't. This involves a four-day automobile trip, which we
make only once a year.
During the eight days we were there this year, the
grandparents left us and our children four times to babysit
for their daughter while she and her husband attended some
holiday parties!
I didn't expect my husband's parents to stay home all the
time we were there, but I did resent them spending so much
time with their daughter, who lives right in town and sees
them the rest of the year.
Since I don't have the nerve to point this out to them, I
hope you'll print this as a reminder to grandparents that
when their children and grandchildren make such a spacial
effort to visit them, they should limit their outside
activities.
Thanks. It's very hard to discuss in-law problems with a
husband. -
FEELS BETTER
DEAR FEELS: Don't rely on the in-laws to see this and
mend their ways. The solution to your problem can be found
through some honest dialogue with your husband. You have
a legitimate beef. Start talking.
DEAR ABBY: What do you think about a person who
would accept a lovely, hand-crocheted gift and then enter it
in a handicraft show as her own creation? She even removed
my "especially handmade" label from it.
HURT AND FURIOUS
DEAR HURT: She can't be playing with a full deck. Let
her know that YOU know of her shenanigans.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.





.;c4;w4e, By MRS. W. P. IP/1=MS 695e.~~01
I think the sky has never
looked so blue nor the nar-
damn so yellow as this year.
Maybe it is because it all
happened so early. So far
nothing has been hie and the
rains of earlier in the week
have given an added impetua
to growth. A week ago the
trees were beginning to look
fuzzy and now the tiny new
leaves are popping out all
over.
The purple magnolia, the
Nigra, is in full bloom now,
following the Soulangeana.
The wind a few days ago
finished off the Soulangeana
with snowy pink petals all
over the ground. But it was
truly beeutihd while it lasted.
It seems to me that For-
sythia is more lush and a
deeper yellow than usual this
year. My bushes are simply
covered with blossoms and a
few sprays put in with nar-
cissus make a bright spot in
the house. Try tucking a few of
the purple magniolia in with
them; the effect is lovely.
Plant a border of parsley
around yaw flower bed. It is
SPRING IS COMING!!
Tired of Veneer or Solid Shades?
Want A New Modern Look?
Then We Have the Answer For You!
Window Magic!!
At the O'Dome
a pretty, graceful bit of
greawry and so useful in the
kitchen. When it is at its best,
pick a quantity, wash
thoroughly, chop finely and
freeze in plastic bags. It will
keep indsfinitatir and can be
used all through the winter. Or
It can be died and stored. It
does not detract from the
looks of the flowers, rather
adds to them and gives you a
tasty herb to add to your
cooking.
Do you need a small shrub to
highlight a dark corner of your
yard? Try the Emilia*, it is
a lovely plmet est will reach a
height of abed tbred feet and
Is covered with elquisite
clusters of white blossoms. it
goodisyenactearsubstance, 
and
et  with no hinaret 
of
It is a shrub I cherish and
have not had since I have
moved. But I have ordered one
and will enjoy it this year it
blooms in late spring. It is not
a new 'firth but has been
improved through the years.
The Evening Grosbeaks
have evidently kilt us. Ihave
ast an any at the feeding
stations for the pest two
weeks. Their instinct has
called theft to fly beck to their
anorthernbesuuttichmasiesetes. It has bchring ewithe
wider math to see them
clustered about the boxes
pecking open the sunflower
SOO& Their silting rid and
black mien make there easy
to
Dsalut= o, put cut (he
bust your dyer. Mania
bird likes to line her nest
with It.
Ini1111 BOWS Ore too hear,
fer yew asiiimpeke holder
anchor the holder securely w
modeling day.
To Marry In May
Miss Marilyn Kay Prescott
Mrs. Lillian Prescott of Murray Route Eight announces the
engagement and approaching marriage of her daughter,
Marilyn Kay, to Larry Flood, son of Mr. and Mrs. Eura Flood
of Murray Route Four.
The bride to be is a 1974 graduate of Calloway County High
School, attended Murray State University, and is presently
employed at the Bank of Murray. Her grandparents are Mrs.
Melissia Hooks of Murray and the late Stanton frooks and the
late Major Prescott and Betty Blanche Prescott.
Mr. Flood is a 1974 graduate of Calloway County High
School, also attended Murray State University, and is presen-
tly employed at Tecumseh Products Company in Paris, Tenn.
His grandparents are Mrs. Annie Westbrooks Flood of Wayne,
Mich., and the late Walter Flood, and the late Reba Allen and
Lilly Cunningham Allen.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, May 8, at
seven p. m. at the Locust Grove Baptist Church. A reception
will follow the ceremony. All friends and relatives are invited
to attend. Out of town invitations will be sent.
Mrs. Koska Jones Leader For
Students Will Spend
Vacation In
A group of Marshall County
High School students will be
traveling to the islands of
Paradise, Hawaii, with their
sponsors, Jean Ross and Betty
Elkins, during spring
vacation, April 10-18.
There is space left for a few
additional members if
perhaps some Murray or
Calloway County students are
interested. The group will fly
from Evansville to Honolulu,
Oahu, where they will spend
three days on Waikiki Beach.
After an orientation tour of
Honolulu (including Pun-
chbowl National Cemetery,
Diamond Head, Pearl Harbor,
lolani Palace, and St.
Andrew's), there will be time
to relax and sun on the
International Market Place
Hawaii
for the best of Polynesia.
A short flight will take the
tour group to the Big Island of
Hawaii and the quaint town of
Kona, the capital of Hasva Li
until 1820. From Kona there
will be a transfer across
Hawaii where the exotic
anturium and orchids of all
varieties grow.
There will be a short visit on
the Valley Isle of Maui to the
famous lao needle, shaped
through the years by
valcanoes to be a 2,250 foot
monolith; then off to a resored
1840's whaling seaport.
The group will depart from
the Hilo International Airport
for home on Saturday night,
April 17, and will arrive home
on Sunday, April 18. The tour
is open to students, teachers
or other interested persons.
Lee-Olia Lassiter Circle Has
Meeting At Roberts' Home
Tbe Lee-Olia Lassiter Circle
of the United Methodist
Women of Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church held
its regular monthly meeting in
the home of Mrs. Phyllis
Roberts on March 2.
Betty Poole opened the
meeting with a reading,
"Angels—God's Secret
Agents" by Billy Graham.
During the business meeting
plans were made for a chili
supper on March 20 from 5:30-
7:30 p.m. Also, the members
will hold a quilting party
Melinda &Win
Graduates, Honors
beginning at 10 a.m., March 24
at Good Shepherd church.
Mrs. Lee Lassiter donated a
quilt to the group to be quilted.
Mrs. Phyllis Roberts
presented a program entitled
"One Woman's Voice" using
scripture selections from
Luke 10:25-28 and from
Leviticus 19:1-37.
Refreshments were served
to Judy Rodgers, Loretta
Wilson, Jeannie Morris, Ann
Syrnpson, Diane Moore, Betty
Poole, and Phyllis Roberts.
The April monthly meeting
will be held in the home of
Mrs. Judy Rodgers.
Mies Melinda Lou Cutchin,
granddaughter of Mrs.
Carlisle Cutchin of Murray,
graduated with highest honors
from the University of Texas
at Austin.
The recent graduate is now
employed with a firm in
Dallas, Texas. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Phil
Hazel Methodist Church Women Cutchin of Dallas, Texas.
A Call to 'Prayer and Self
Denial was the theme of the
program given in the sanc-
tuary of the Hazel United
Methodist Church on Tuesday,
March 2, at seven p.m.
Mrs. Koska Jones, chair-
person of Christian Per-
sonbood, was in charge of the
program. Rev. Tom Martin
gave the opening devotion.
The call to prayer and self
denial is an annual ob-
servation of the United
Methodist Women engaged in
mission concerns. One ex-
peression of committment
growing out of this ob-
servation each year is an
offering of money for specially
designed projects in the
United States and overseas.
Mrs. Jones explained that
one portion of the 1976 fund
will be used for services for
the aged. Several members
assisted Mrs. Jones by
sighting the poor conditions of
various minority peoples in
several countries. A special
offering was given by the
members present and a
promise of gifts of those
unable to attend.
Previous to the program
ninteen members enjoyed a
potluck supper in the
fellowship hall.
Mrs. J. R. Herning,
president of the Hazel United
Methodist Women, conducted
a short business session.
Awards Night Held By TOPS Club
For 1975; Lula Key Crowned Queen
TOPS No. Kentucky 34,
Murray, held its annual
"Awards Night" at the
Immanuel Lutheran Church
with Dian Boyd, leader,
presiding. The club members
said the pledge.
Lynda Broach received the
perfect attendance award for
1975. She also received her gift
certificate of ten dollars for
reaching her KOPS (Keep off
pounds sensibly), also was
first place winner in division
four.
Verna Montgomery was
awarded first place winner for
division three. She had lost the
most weight in her division in
the chapter for 1975. Lottie
Bowden was second place in
division four.
The highlight of the awards
evening was the crowning of
the chapter's queen for 1975.
Lula Key was crowned by the
1974 Queen Shirley Morris.
Lela had lost the most in the
chapter and siie became a
KOP in order to be crowned
queen. The queen was given a
swag, robe, crown, trophy, red
carnations, and many other
gifts from the chapter.
Members said she looked
slim add attractive and they
were really proud of her. She
Some people believe that if
YOU put on your right mock
and shoe before you put on
your left sock and shoe you
will have a good day.
was also an inspiration for
them to each start working
harder to "Take off pounds
sensible" so one of them might
be the chapter's queen next
year, members said. Lola will
also graduate in May at
Louisville.
Twenty members and six
visitors were present.
The TOPS Club meets each
Tuesday at seven p.m. at the
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
















March 18th, 19th, 20th
2300 Broadwal
$50.00 Gift Certificate Given Away Daily
Come In ahd Register
Refreshment.% served 9 AM til 5PM
Murray Tennis Center, Inc.
Health Spa
%rThTht
Offering lastest gym sqeigument, Some and Whirlpool bath
Women Mee
Meaday, tralmoliv. Mir Ter*, Ilierader, lareedie
till/ aaa.-I I oia., MS pia.- I lila oia.-1111Op.o.,
hal paa., 711111 p..-$iISp.a.4411p.a.4411p.s.
For toformenoo CsiI 7534179
Motedieg-Fritierf From 4:00 o.m.-12 Nemo
Open House - Sunday
Fiera 21, 1976 - 2:00 p.ms.-5:00 p.m.
Register For Free Drew*
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Editorial
On Leaving "It"
Out Of The Paper
Newspaper work, for the
most part, is pleasant. It offers
an opportunity for service to
your community, and a means
of livelihood if you work hard
enough. It challenges you anew
each day, because each edition
of the paper is a fresh chapter
in the running history of
mankind. It is both creative
and factual. It requires craft-
manship of the highest order
from every member of the staff
from both front office and
backshop. At the end of the day
you can feel a sense of satisfac-
tion and accomplishment in the
knowledge that you have been a
part of the force that has
created a living story from cold
type and a sheet of paper.
But there is one phase of
newspaper work that is a
never-ending source of worry to
me: The news Story that
somebody wants us to hold out
of the paper. It may be a story
about a drunken driver who
may lose his job, a married
man who has been caught in an
unfavorable situation with
somebody else's woman, a
respected citizen who has let
his greed trap him into
dishonest action, or any one of a
hundred sins that are common
to frail mankind. Over and over
again, we have requests to
leave this or that story "out of
the paper." The good Lord
knows we'd rather leave these
stories out than print them.
We'd like to print nothing but
"good news" every day of the
year.
But what kind of a newspaper
would that be? And how true a
mirror of the life of the com-
munity would it be? Because,
as you know, people are going
to commit crimes as long as
they let the devil influence their
lives. it these crimes are not
recorded fairly and accurately,
their impact upon the people
will be even more alarming,
because they will become in-
flated out of proportion and
rumors will run wild. Too, the
mere fact that reports of crime
will be published tends to
discourage the act itself. Many
an individual has been kept
from committing a crime
because he did not want to be
branded as a criminal. The
human heart is a mysterious
thing. It harbors thoughts that
could make criminals of most
of us, if left without discipline.
You remember, too, that the
best job of reporting that the
world has ever known is to be
found in the Bible. It gives facts
and calls names. It has no
"sacred cows" within its pages.
Its great characters are
praised for their good deeds
and condemned for their sins. It
is a perfect example of factual
reporting. Any individual
depiring to be a newspaperman
could study with profit this
angle of the Holy Writ.. .So we
come back to the problem of
deciding what to publish, and
what not to publish, in a
newspaper. Our creed is a sim-
ple one: if it is a court record,
the people are entitled to know
it. We do not publish rumors,
gossip, petty items. We do not
"blow up" crime stories out of
proportion to their importance.
We do not strive for sen-
sationalism. We do not crusade.
We merely publish the news as
accurately and fairly as we
can, human frailties and errors
considered; and leave the
judging to the courts.
(Ms above was token from tie
Timm Tribe,. of Corbin, Ky., loon




United States Industri#1 Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: RESOURCES FOR
Russian and Cuban imperialism in
=Lb-Central Africa poses the 
most
threat to the economic and
security interests of the free world
since the Berlin blockade in the late
1940s.
4.:th-Central Africa is a 
treasure
of minerals vital to the United
States and its allies. In South Africa,
Southwest Africa and Rhodesia are to
be,ound the world's largest deposits of
gold, chrome, platinum, manganese,
vanadium, and gem diamonds. About
75 per cent of the free world's gold
comes from South Africa, and the
monetary stability of the West depends
on access to this wealth.
South Africa and Rhodesia also have
vast reserves of copper, iron and coal—
strategic materials essential to the
United States, Western Europe and
Japan.
Not only are these countries enor-
mously rich in strategic materials, but
they have major industries.
One recent report pointed out that
"over the past 20 years, industrial and
technological advancement has
reached a crescendo of activity. In this
period, South Africa has become the
workshop of the African continent,
accounting for 40 per cent of its entire
Industrial production." South Africa
has more steel and electric power than
the continent as a whole, and it is the
only region which can produce enough
food for all its people.
In brief, South Africa, Southwest
Africa, and Rhodesia comprise the
mineral and industrial zone that is of
greatest importance to the Wed,
outside the continental USA, Europe,
and the Japanese islands. Each year,
this African region gains in strategic
for the free world. In ad-
to the industrial factors, South
Africa occupies the strategic southern
tip of the African continent around
which the supertanker from the Per-
sian Gulf must travel. Its naval base at
grit=
n is one of the key points for
- security.
For hese reasons, South Africa,
Southwest Africa, and Rhodesia today
THE WEST HARRIGAN
are the principal targets of the Soviet
imperialists and their proxy forces, the
Cuban troops in Africa. The rulers of
the Soviet Union understand the vast
importance of this African sub-
continental area. They know that if the
region is plunged into chaos that the
Western world will be gravely
damaged. They also know that if the
12,000 Cuban proxy troops can be
utilized to seize power in the area, that
communism will have won its greatest
triumph since the occupation of
Eastern Europe at the end of World
War II.
It is no exaggeration to say that a
Soviet-Cuban victory in South-Central
Africa would fundamentally alter the
pow er balance in the world to the ad-
vantage of the Soviet Union. The United
States and its allies would be deprived
of resources vital to the successful and
secure operation of their industrial
systems.
The Russian-Cuban menace in South-
Central Africa, therefore, is as
threatening to the Wed as would a
Soviet blitzkreig maneuver aimed at
the oil-producing dates of the Persian
Gulf.
Under the circumstances, the United
States must do everything in its power
to prevent a Soviet takeover of
Southern Africa through the agency of
Cuban troops.
The power of the United States must
be utilised in the most serious, credible
ways to frustrate this latest and most
alarming design of Soviet imperialinn.
It is mondial that President Ford spell
out to the American people the vast
stake the United States has in
prevating new Soviet conquests at the
southern tip of Africa.
Bible Thought
Thew Philip opened his mouth.
and began at (be same Scripture,
and preached unto him Jesus. Acts
8:35.
If we love the Lord, we are eager
to tell someone else about him.
WilArt IN HAW "7 7i/47- :II we CAI.4 A litee BY 4VY
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Letters to the Editor
Home Training Important
Dear Editor:
As we think of our nation and our
youth's part in the future, I'd like to
submit this poem which I found in the
Union Aignal.
AMERICA BEGINS AT HOME
America begins at home with every
child's need
For guidance and direction In
establishing a creed.
The roots that shape America Are
formed most surely where
A child spends the vital years Within his
parents' care.
Perhaps the close-knit family Where
each one has a task
Does more to aid America Than
anyone can ask.
Responsibilities at home Build roots
both firm and strong
10 Years Ago
Warrant Officer James W. Dunn has
been assigned to the 100th Aviation
Group at Fort Banning, Ga. He will be a
pilot for a large helicopter.
Army Sgt. First Class Walton H.
Jackson is participating in a four weeks
field training exercise by the Armored
Division at Grfenwohr, Germany.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Emma
Allen and Mrs. Elgie Payne.
Gen. Mgr. Hillman Lyons announced
the appointment of Lubie Veal, Jr. of
Murray to the staff of the Richmond
Braves of the AAA International
League.
Elected as officers of the Murray-
Calloway County Insurance Agents
were Ray Broach, Billy Thurman, and
Bob Melugin.
20 Years Ago
The Murray Hospital Auxiliary met
at the hospital March 14 and 15 and
made 27 drapes and 50 dresser scarfs
During the two day sewing bee 39
ladies, many of whom were from the
Homemakers Clubs, worked a total of
113 hours. Mrs. Rerna Cole, hospital
housekeeper, supervised the work.
Presenting the program for the
Murray Rotary Club yesterday were
Betty Jo Crawford, Sarah Faurot, Ann
Wrather, Joe Tarry, Pat Owens, and
Mary Wells Overbey. Nix Crawford
was in charge of the program.
Births reported include a boy.
Shannon Dale, to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe
Saunders on March 12.
Anna Lee Osborne and William S.
Foy were married March 10 at the First
Baptist Church, Richmond.
Mayfield beat Boone County 64 to 61
In Mayfield's first game in the Ken-




FFW subscriber Sydney Jarvisen
writes: "1 think the wit arid humor of
FFW is beginning to rub off on me. My
son had a report to write for school and
I kept urging him to do it. He told me,
'Don't bug me. I'm a self-starter.' Just
like that I said, if you're a self starter
you better check your ignition because I
think you got a coil missing."
A 14 year old Taunton schoolboy
pulled out metal lettering from a
gravestasse with his teeth because he
was bored, the town's juvenile court
Mord. ( Western, Eng. New.)
To guide our future leaders In
whatever comes along.
to work and strive is no disgrace
Instead it is a joy
To build a great America That cannot
be destroyed.
This beautiful America So blessed with
liberty
Begins at home—its true success
Depends on you and me.
Home training is very important,
more than any other training given to a
child, although church and school are a
"must." The words about "respon-
sibilities at home building roots firm
and strong to guide our future leaders
in whatever comes along", is very true,
and seemingly lacking today in youth.
The big question today has been asked,
"What causes irresponsible behavior
and is it a social disease?" Is it not the
lack of teaching on morals? If the home
fails in this respect, will teaching at
school suffice? Cerertainly it Is worth a
try; but early home training is in-
valuable.
A U.S. News and World Report
editiorial told of courses offered to
college students on topics as "social
responsibility" and "business ethics."
He said, "If moral education is about to
make a comeback, there are those who
are convinced it is just in the nick of
time." The Wall Street Journal spoke of
business schools' great interest in
ethical issues for their students. Are
our elementary and secondary schools
as much concerned about teaching
moral and ethical values as they should
be? May God help our homes and







On behalf of the Calloway County
Medical Society, I would like to thank
you for the excellent coverage you gave
our 100 Year Medical Anniversary.
Sincerely,
R. Gary Marquardt, M.D.
President
Calloway County Medical Society
Today In
History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, March 17, the
77th day of 1976. There are 289 days left
in the year. This is St. Patrick's Day.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1776, British troops
evacuated Boston by ship during the
Revolutionary War. They had been
under American siege since the Battle
of Bunker Hill seven months earlier.
On this date —
In 1836, the Republic of Texas
adopted a constitution.
In 1926, Brazil and Spain blocked
Germany's admission to the League of
Nations.
In 1938, during the Spanish Civil War,
the loyalist-held city of Barcelona was
bombed.
In 1941, the National Gallery of Art
was opened in Washington.
In 1959, Tibet's Dalai Lama escaped
to India during an uprising against the
Chinese garrison in Tibet.
In 1970, charges were made against
22 American army officers and enlisted
men in the slaying of civilians at My Lehi
in South Vietnam.
Ten years ago: A U.S. midget sub-
marine located a hydrogen bomb which
had fallen from an American bomber
Into the Mediterranean off Spain.
Five years ago: Israel's Premier
Golda Meir declared that her country
could not trust new U.S. plans for
border guarantees in the Mideast.
One year ago: The South Vietnamese
government decided to abandon the
Central Highlands because the region
had become militarily indefensible.
Today's birthdays: Civil rights
leader Bayard Rustin is 66. Democratic
Senator John Pastore of Rhode Island is
69.
Thought for today.: There is nothing
wrong with Ireland except that it is
Irish, and there is nothing wrong with
England except that it is not Irish —
Bernard Shaw, Irish writer, 1856-1950.
hEARTUN
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problem-
s--fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write Heartline, 8514 N. Main
St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior citizens
will receive prompt replies. The most
useful replies will be printed in this
column.
Heartline: I will be 65 in April and
begin to get Medicare. Can you tell me
about your Heartline "Guide to
Medicare" ? —P.N.
Answer: Heartline's "Guide to
Medicare" is a very easy to understand
explanation of the entire Medicare
program. This booklet is written in a
question and answer form. In addition
to facts on the Medicare program,
Heartline has included a section
showing some of the problem areas of
the Medicare program. You can obtain
this booklet by sending 21.50 to Hear-
(line's "Guide to Medicare," 8514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. This book
is completely guaranteed, and, if you
are not satisfied, you may return it
within 30 days for a full refund. Please
allow 30 days for delivery.
Heartline : My 18 year old nephew
was severely injured last October while
playing football. He has a Social
Security card and has worked in part-
time and summer jobs for the past two
years. Is he eligible for disability
benefits?—R.U.
Answer: At that age, your nephew
would only need credit for six quarters
(about 1/2 years) of work in the three-
year period before his disability could
be covered for benefits. In addition, to
qualify, a person's impairment must be
severe enough to keep him from doing
any substantial gainful work and it
must be expected to last for at least 12
months or to result in death.
Heartline : I worked under Social
Security from 1949 through 1966 before
taking a job with the Federal Gover-
nment. I became disabled early in 1975
and am getting a modest disability
pension under the Federal employees
system. Can I also qualify for Social
Security disability payments?—B.J.
Answer: Probably not, since your
work for the Federal Government was
not covered by Social Security. All
workers disabled at age 31 or older need
Social Security credit for at least five
years of work out of the 10 years ending
when they became disabled.
In effect, this requirement of the law
limits disability benefits to persons
with a substantial and recent at-
tachment to the Social Security work
force. However, you will be eligible for
Social Security benefits based upon
your covered work when you reach age
62.
For a personal reply to your
questions, please enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope.
Isn't It The Truth
In Washington, the City of Lost
Content that goes in circles, which is to
say nowhere, that politician is safest in
his job who steers a course that keeps to
the middle of the road until, of course,
the moment he discovers that most
accidents occur there.
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger S Times is
published every afternoon except Sun-
days. July 4. Chrlitmcrs Day, New Year's
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers. Inc 103 N 4th St Murray.
Ky , 42071
Second Class Postage Paid of Murray
Ky. 42071
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Let's Stay Well
Vitamins: Part of Good Nutrition
The proper use of multiple
vitamin therapy or diet supple-
ments is a very complicated
matter. The excessive use of
these by self- prescribers is com-
mon and probably represents an
unnecessary waste in mast ins-
tances
The excuse is made that
everybody does not eat meals
which are nutritionally adequate
and that modern processed
foods expose in to dietary defi-
ciencies Using this reasoning.
the proponents of added
vitamins or special supplements
advocate their use to be sure
that poor diets are improved to
or above appropriate nutritional
levels. While this approach
goods logical. it icnppoaed by
moil nutrition authorities and is
considered isiwise and ncritierio-
cal by many of them.
The vast majority of psysi.
cians and nutritionists agree that
By FJ.L Blasingarne. Mit
the sound solution to good nutn-
t ion is a correct diet, and that the
primary effort should be placed
on the proper intake of foods. Let
these foods supply the nutrients
rather than pills. Why try to
patch up a poor and imbalanced
diet with medicine?
Our foods should be a pleasant
combination of proteins, car-
bohydrates, fats. minerals, fiber
and vitamins. The vitamins are
combined in foods and not
readily identified. Water-soluble
vitamins are stored in fruits and
vegetables while fat-soluble
vitamins are present in dairy
products and other sources cf
faL Protein foals supply is other
vitamins In other words.
viunins are a basic part of a
complete diet, but only a part.
and the addition of vitamins.
even in excess, will not
necessarily, correct other dieters/
deficiencies
Also, large, regular draes of
vitamins A and Dare potentially
harmful.and toxic.
If you need diet advice, talk to
your physician or the local
health department, or obtain a
txxit from a library Direct your
attention to your foods.
Nutritional faddism is
widespread. It can be expensive
and can lead to malnutrition
Don't be a victim of unsound no-
tions "depend on Wormed
sources for your knowledge
about fonds and your nutrition.
f‘t Mee K A. complains of a
tight feeling in her throat that
amounts to a snipeof obatruc-
tion The condition cornea and
goes. She wonders if she has a
goiter or if her nerves are caus-
ing the trouble. Her general
health is astietactory.
A: Your derription is typical
of the "globus syndrome.- which
is characterized by a sensation of
a lump or tightness in the throat.
The feeling probably is gener-
ated by the Ugliness of your
neck muscles, which is associ-
ated with increased nervous ten-
sion. If the tension can be
relieved and insight developed
about the harrnleamais of the
condition, it will disappear spon-
taneously As you wondered.
yout nerves can cause the
symptoms; a goiter would persist
and be present at all times If
your symptoms continue. you
should consult your physician
14 Mrs. P.K. wants to know if
psoriasis is catching
A. In spite of its appearance,
psoriasis a not contagious The
disease is not the result of germ*.
but of an abnormal rate of
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•
from Murray High School. These girls received the second
piece honors in the Fourth District Chwirkedieg Competition and thin went on to the Regional amerhoding Competition w
here
they took the first piece hosiers. This is the second year for the MISS Cheerleaders to represent Region One in the
 State com-
petition at Louisville, where they vrill compete against 15 ether stools from ell over the state.
These girls have worked very herd this past week. Many hog hoer: of practice, often twice a dey, hove been required. Th
ey
were judged on personal oppeerence and uniform, flow gymnastic cheers, floor cheers without grasslike, Pen-Pom routines,
sportsmanship and pep.
The Tiger cheerleaders won Saturday at Calloway High School over seven other squads from the other four districts i
n the first
region.
The Reichenil Nigh School Cheeriesders took the seafood piece homers.
Judges for this competition are rimmed to Stood leaping clinks sponsored by the Kentucky Association for Pep Orgoniunions
and Sponsors.
The sponsors for the Murray High Chowleeders, Ise Perdeisi end Margo Chedwoll, received the trophy for the ou
tstanding
region sponsors.
Cheerleaders ore top row, left to right, Cindy Govid, Efizehoth Whitlow, Allyson Mott and Beverly Barnett. Front ro
w, left to
right, Linda Ransom, Gwen Perdom and Becky Geoid.





Dave Kindred's Book A Masterpiece
Hell for Certain.
someone would have asked me if there were such a
-_ in the state, I would have said: "Yes, right here
my desk at two in the morning when I'm trying to
p up everything from a Friday night basketball tour-
But somewhere, up in the mountains in eastern Ken-
tucky, is a little place called Hell for Certain. Dave Kin-
dred has been to Hell for Certain. For that matter, he's
been everywhere else in Kentucky and that's why his new
book, "Basketball: The Dream Game in Kentucky" is
misnamed.
It should simply be: Heaven for Certain.
There is nothing we can say about his book that hasn't
already been said a million times by other writers and the
folks who review books.
But because Dave Kindred is a nice guy and a "hell for
certain" of a good writer, we'll make it a million and one.
. Kindred's book is a masterpiece. Years of his life, hours
..-Of other people's lives, have all blended together to form a,
book that basketball fans should keep beside their family
Bible.
There are things you don't know about the book, there
i are things 
you do know about and probably some things
you don't even want to know about. 
I
. But the one thing that comes across in this book more
-than anything is the honesty of Kindred. Dave Kindred is
itke thousands of other people in Kentucky.
, '.. • He was an athlete who didn't make it And above all, he
'LS a fan. No matter if you come to Kentucky by way of
. Main or California, you can not read this book without
. feeling pride.
Kindred has put the pride into words.







You Pay The Largest Amount
Of The Two-You Can Buy
A Sport Coat And Get
Shirt And Slacks Free!
No Returns•No Refunds
VERNONS WESTERNSTORE
...- lee I Shea Rept .,- Sloe Repair INA
Olympic Plaza 9-9 Weekedays
Murray, Ky. 7144116 1-6 Sunday
"soots& Shoes For tiers Wow The Cm"
Kentucky, from King Kelly Coleman to the Colonels. More
than that, he has tiaiched the hearts and captured the
imagination of every person who has read his book.
There is a picture of Stan Key being hugged by Adolph
Rupp in Rupp's last game as a coach, there is a picture of
Cal Luther screaming from the sidelines and there is a
picture of a homemade basketball goal in Marshall Coun-
ty, undoubtedly just as good as the goals in Freedom Hall
to the kid to whom it belongs.
Perhaps another reason I like the book is I like Dave
Kindred. When someone does something outstanding and
you have great respect for that person, then the feat is
even more outstanding.
But perhaps the part I like the most is the inscription
isnide the front cover: "For Mike: I hope you like this
craziness, Thanks, Dave (Sometimes known as Alfred
E.), March 4, 1976.





LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Four basketball teams will be
fighting indifference, as well
as each other, when play
begins here Thursday in the
NCAA Midwest Region
basketball tournament.
Although each team in the
field is ranked in the Top 20
( Notre Dame is seventh,
Michigan ninth, Missouri 14th
and Texas Tech 16th), the
tournament is expected to be
played before a less than
capacity crowd in 18,000-seat
Freedom Hall.
The major reason, of
course, is that hometown
favorite Louisville didn't
qualify for the NCAA tour-
nament. The Cardinals were
upset in the Metro-6 Tour-
nament and, instead of a
chance at the national title,
had to settle for a berth in the
National Invitation Tour-
nament.
Without Louisville in the
field, ticket buyers seemed
underwhelmed by the Mid-
west Region teams and, in-
stead, looked ahead to a
televised match between top-
ranked Indiana and No. 6
Alabama in a Thursday
showdown in the Mideast
Region.
Alas, the NCAA has blacked
out the Indiana-Alabama
broadcast in a 120-mile area
surrounding Louisville
because the Midwest Regional
is not a sellout. So not only are
local fans without a hometown
favorite in the Midwest
Region, but now won't be able
to see the Mideast Region
feature, either.
Left with no alternative,
fans may decide to buy those
remaining tickets before
Thursday's 7 p.m. tipoff. For
the price of the tickets, those




after winning its first Big
Eight title in 40 years, meets
Texas Tech, at 25-5 one of the
most successful Southwest
Conference teams in history,
in the opening game.
In the second game, Notre
Dame, 23-5 despite playing a
staggering schedule, meets
Michigan, 22-6, which was
within a missed free throw of
upsetting Indiana earlier this
month.
The four teams showed
considerable resiliency in
making it this far, so the cool
reception here probably won't
be such a bother
Missouri edged favored
Washington 69-67 in a first
round game last Saturday as
sharpshooting guard Willie
Smith scored 21 points and
Jim Kennedy added 20, in-
cluding the winning free
throws in the last minute.
Notre Dame needed Toby
Knight's last-second tipin to
nip 12th-ranked Cincinnati 79-
78. And Michigan edged
Wichita State 74-73 when
Rickey Green hit a 20-footer
with six seconds left
Miller Expected To Say




(AP) — The players
association's executive board
was expected to rubber-stamp
today chief negotiator Marvin
Miller's denunciation-el-the
baseball owners'. "final"
proposal to settle the
prolonged labor dispute.
Now, not only spring
training — delayed by the
owners since March 1 — was
in danger, but so was the
scheduled April 8 start of the
season.
"It ( the season opening) is
getting close and every hour it
is more in jeopardy," said
American League President
Lee MacPhail after Miller
tore apart the owners'
proposal and charged the
baseball executives with a
mammoth publicity ploy.
"I'm shocked," said John
Gaherin, management's chief
negotiator. "He (Miller) has
put this thing in some
podtion."
MacPhail said the owners
were adamant on what they
considered a far-reaching
proposal that would change
the face of baseball for years
to come.
"We -won't change a colon,
not a semicolon," MacPhail
said. And then to emphasize
their determination, the
owners' committee packed its
bags and went home.
"Miller will telephone Mr.
Gaherin in New York
tomorrow ( Wednesday) with
the Executive Board's
decision," said MacPhail, who
appeared weary and bleary-
eyed after six days of fruitless
negotiating.
-Will there be a season?"
MacPhail was asked. "I don't
know," murmured the
American League boas.
Gaherin, too, appeared tired
and admitted disappointment
at the turn of events. He and
the owners felt they had
whipped together an offer the
players couldn't refuse — one
that gave the players the
controversial one-and-one




"Their tone was a tone of
rejection," Gaherin said after
Tuesday's negotiating session
with Miller and some 25 of
baseball's brightest stars.
Gaherin was asked if the
almost certain rejection by
the players' Executive Board
meant that talks had
collapsed.
"I'm not going to say
collapsed," he replied. "But
our offer will be withdrawn. It
won't hinder the ( future)
bargaining."
Both Gaherin and MacPhail
emphasized that the owners'
10-page proposal delivered
Tuesday was a "take-all,
leave-all" proposition.
MacPhail said the Tuesday
talks concerned clarification
of some of the owners'
proposals, not the merits of
the offer. They answered
questions from the players
and from Miller.
Earlier, Miller held a news
conference along with the
players and chipped away at
the owners' proposals.
He said in effect the owners'
version of the one-and-one
option was a farce.
"The players would not be
free agents in the Messer-
smith sense," Miller said.
"Nor has the issue of liability
been settled. It's been
reduced."
The Messersmith reference
was to an arbitrator's decision
last December in the case of
pitcher Andy Messersmith of
the Los Angeles Dodgers. The
arbitrator ruled the reserve
clause in the standard player
contract enabled the player to
play one year with a contract,
then not sign the following
season and play out his option,




by two federal courts,
Messersmith became 'eligible
Tuesday to sell his services to
any of the 24 major league
clubs.
The owners, in their
proposal, offered a one-and-
one option for the next several
years, but they added that free
agents could deal only with a
maximum of eight clubs,
selected in the inverse order of
the previous season's stan-
dings. If the eight clubs pass,
then the player could try and
sell himself to the rest of the
teams.
-It's a new kind of free
agent draft," said Miller.
"Messersmith is free to all 24
clubs, the other players with a
maximum of eight."
Then, Miller turned his guns
on Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn. Miller pointed out that
Kuhn had promised to open
the spring training camps if
the commissioner felt
progress was being made in
the negotiations.
"I think progress has been
made," Miller said. "They
( the owners) have come a
distance toward our proposal.
This is progress."
Miller added: "Now I'm
wondering if this is progress.
Obviously, Kuhn doesn't. The
camps are still closed."
Miller contended the owners
are concentrating more on
public opinion than
negotiations.




Miller said he had promised
to present the proposal to the
association's Executive Board
but satd he would do so with a
recommendation that the
board reject the offer.
"This offer is peculiar,"
said Miller, "because I've
never seen a proposed
agreement that has a raft of
matters still to be discussed,
some of which have never
been negotiated."
Miller said there were an
awful lot of "contract
hookers" in the agreement.
He cited that the owners
wanted a four-year agreement
but with the unilateral right to
reopen after two years.
Miller said he had no doubt
the owners' proposal would be
defeated by the executive
board.
"I have a reading from the
players that they are opposed
to it in its present form,"
Miller explained. "Per-
sonally, I will recommend
rejection."
Tom Seaver, New York
Mets' pitching star and a
negotiator, said the players
are of the same mind as
Miller. "Marvin said it well,"
Seaver advised.
Many of the players ap-
pealed to Kuhn to use his
authority to open the training
camps in the best interests of
baseball.
During the long day of talk,
talk, talk, someone even got in
a lick for the guy who in the
long haul will pay for the final
settlement — the fan.
lk "What shall we tell the
fans?" a reporter asked Mac-
PhaiL
"Tell them, don't give up on
us," MacPhail replied.
It was the only optimistic
note of the day.
Results
Tuesday's Boys Regional Finals
By The Associated Press
2nd at Nopkinsville
Championship
Chr is tan County 76 Tr 199
County 68
12th at Pulaski County
Championship




Betsy Layne 48 McDowell 47




Kentucky 81, Kansas State 78




The Sale's Group of
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Jan Dalton, J. H. (Hardiman) Nix, Hugh Wright, Jerry Boyd
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All-American last time out,
gets a chance to take on No. 1
Thursday night.
Douglas, the 6-foot-10 senior
of sixth-ranked Alabama, goes
against first-team All-
American Kent Benson in the
key matchup as the Crimson
Tide meets unbeaten and top-
rated Indiana in a Mideast
Regional semifinal of the
NCAA basketball tournament
at Baton Rouge, La.
"I'm looking forward to
Indiana," said Douglas, who
was the catalyst in Alabama's
79-64 upset of North Carolina
last Saturday, scoring 35
points and grabbing 17
rebounds against Tar Heels
center Mitch Kupchak. "I like
a challenge. I'd rather play
against the best.
"All-American stuff doesn't
bother me," added Douglas, a
third-team All-American. "I
just want to play a game —
and win."
Douglas may have a slight
edge in quickness over Ben-
son, a 6-foot-11 junior,
although the Indiana center
appears to be a bit more
physical. "I feel I have to
outquick my opponents," said
Douglas. "My speed is my
best asset."
Both coaches, meanwhile,
are approaching the game
apprehensively.





"Leon Douglas is the finest
center we will have faced, and
he has teammates who
complement his abilities and
give the team many dimen-
sions. It is a unique team in
that it has great quickness
without sacrificing size and
strength.
"We are greatly impressed
by them. We will have to play




C.M. Newton, coach of
underdog Alabama, said, "To
have gone unbeaten over the
past two regular seasons like
Indiana has done is mind-
boggling. But if we do our
part, it will be a good game."
In the other Mideast
Regional semifinal, second-
ranked Marquette puts its 22.





which won the national title 10
of the past 12 years under John
Wooden, will have a home-
court advantage in the West
Regional as it goes for its first
crown under Coach Gene
Bartow. The fifth-ranked
Bruins will meet Pepperdine
in one semifinal of the West
Regional at Pauley Pavilion,
while third-rated Nevada-Las
Vegas, the highest scoring
team in the nation, will oppose
Arizona.
Fourth-ranked Rutgers,
which struggled to a one-point
victory over Princeton in the
first round of the NCAA
tourney, will try to stretch its
season record to 30-0 against
Connecticut in an East
Regional semifinal at
Greensboro, N.C. DePaul
meets VMI in the other game.
Michigan and Notre Dame,
both of whom posted first-
round victories on baskets in
the closing seconds, will meet
in a Midwest Regional
semifinal at Louisville.
Missouri and Texas Tech
collide in the other pairing.
The regional semifinal
winners meet Saturday to
determine the final four, who
will battle for the national title
In Philadelphia March 27 and
29.
Cardinals, White Sox Make
Bids For Andy Messersmith
By The Associated Press
The Andy Messersmith
auction is expected to heat up
today as more major league
clubs make their pitch for the
free agent who won 39 games
for the Los Angeles Dodgers
the past two seasons.
The Chicago White Sox and
St. Louis Cardinals phoned
their offers for Messersmith's
services to the 30-year-old
right-hander's agent, Herb
Osmond, on Tuesday, while
Ted Turner, the new owner of
the Atlanta Braves, tendered
his bid personally.
The San Diego Padres have
said they plan to make an
offer and a host of others are
expected to follow suit in the
auction which could bring
back memories of last win-
ter's Catfish Hunter sweep-
stakes, won by the New York
Yankees for $3.75 million.
"I anticipate a lot of ac-
tion," Osmond told The
Associated Press from his
offices in Newport Beach,
Calif. "Andy's still a hell of a
pitcher, and he's the only free
agent around right now. Some
teams could obviously use
him."
One which could use him but
apparently won't get the
chance is Los Angeles, which
refused to grant Messer-
smith's request for a no-trade
clause a year ago. He played
the 1975 season without
signing a contract and over
the winter was ruled a free
agent by a panel which in-
cluded arbitrator Peter Seitz.
That decision was twice
upheld in the courts, setting
the stage for the bidding which
began this week.




Three games were played
over the weekend in the
Murray Soccer Association.
In the first contest, the
Cosmos defeated the Flyers 3-
1. Jennifer Cochran, Angela
Usher and Margie Burchfield
all had one goal apiece for the
Cosmos while Rhonda
McAlister had the lone goal
for the Flyers.
The second contest found
the Flames edging the Red
Wings 6-5. Mary Grasty
scored three goals for the
Flames while Raysha
Roberts, Rheygan Burke and
Caroline Schoenfeldt all had
one apiece.
For the Red Wings, Laura
Montgomery scored two goals
while Lanette Priest, Laurie
Wynn and Kelly Chilauth all
had one.
The final contest found the
Chiefs slipping past the Stars
3-1.
Allison Sears, Kelly
Crawford and Kelly Jo Cathey
all had a goal apiece for the
winners while Valerie Collie
had the lone score for the
Stars. Jill Thornton, goalie for
the Stars, had 12 saves in the
game.
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Travis Grant Scores 24
To Break Out Of Slump
By The Associated Press
Travis "the Machine"
Grant, who's been running in
low gear for most of this
season, has given a boost to
Indiana's playoff drive.
Grant, who has been
averaging just nine points per
game since being picked up
from Kentucky in midseaaon,
scored 24 Tuesday night to
lead the Indiana Pacers to a
115-95 triumph over the San
Antonio Spurs.
That victory, combined with
May Heads List
NEW YORK (AP) —
Forward Scott May and center
Kent Benson of unbeaten
Indiana head the 1976 NBA
College All-America team as
chosen by the 18 National
Basketball Assoeiation head
coaches ts
May, a 6-foot-7 senior Who
was named Collegiate Player
of the Year by The Associated
Press last week, was far and
away the top vote-getter in the
NBA poll announced today. He
was named to the team by 17
of the league's 18 coaches.
Senior guard John Lucas of
Maryland was next in the
balloting with 12 votes,
followed by forward Adrian
$500,000 contract in an attempt places Messersmith would Dantley of Notre Dame, II;
to retain his services, but the consider? Benson, 9, and center Leon
pitching ace turned them "Either league, either Douglas of Alabama, 7.
down. Asked whether Los coast," said Osmond. "He's R ece iving honorable
Angeles stood a chance in the pitched in both leagues, so mention were Robert Parish,
current talks, Osmond familiarity with the hitters Centenary; Richard
replied, "I doubt it." wouldn't be a factor." Washington and Marques
Messersmith spent five
years with the California
Angels of the American
League before being traded
three years ago to the Dodgers
of the National League in a
seven-man swap. There were
reports the Angels would be
entering the bidding, but
Osmond said Tuesday he had
Osmond would not be
specific about what it will take
to get Messersmith's
signature on a contract,
"We've got a few things that
basically we'd like, involving
taxes and that sort of stuff,"
he said. "We'll listen to what
they have to say."
Are there any limitations on
St. Louis' 111-94 loss to Den-
ver, put the Pacers two full
games ahead of the Spirits in
their battle for fifth place and
the final berth in the
American Basketball
Association playoffs.
Those two games were the
only ones played in the ABA
Tuesday.
Indiana outscored San
Antonio 25-5 in the last seven
minutes to pull away from a
90-90 tie. It was the seventh
game in 10 days for the Spurs,
who were coming off a six-
game road trip.,
After James Silas tied the
score with a three-point play
with 7:45 remaining, Indiana
reeled off 13 consecutive
points to break the game open.
Indiana outscored San Antonio
37-13 in the fourth quarter.
Grant's 24 points were high
for the Pacers. Billy Knight
added 21. Silas took game
honors with 25 for San
Antonio.
Nuggets Ill, Spirits 94
David Thompson and Byron
Beck led a second-quarter
surge that carried the first-
place Nuggets to their 25th
consecutive home-court
triumph. Denver trailed 29-23
after the opening period but
outscored the Spirits 39-16 in
the second quarter, with
Thompson getting 12 points
and Beck 11.
Thompson finished with 28
points and Beck 17. The Spirits
were led by Ron Boone's 22
Johnson, UCLA; Phil Ford points. 
andMitch Kupchak, North
Carolina; Earl Tatum,  
Marquette; Kenny Carr,
North Carolina State; Ron
Lee, Oregon; Terry Furlow,
Michigan State; Phil Sellers,
Rutgers; Willie Smith,
Missouri; Bernard King,
Tennessee, and Ira Terrell,
not heard from them as yet. Southern Methodist.
Hobbled Phillips keys"'
'Cats By Kansas State
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) —
Kentucky's game is inside
basketball and for a while, the
Wildcats didn't have any "Mr.
Inside" to play it.
Kentucky muscleman Mike
Phillips sprained his right foot
and had to leave in the first




"I was hurt going up for a
rebound," the 6-10 center said.
"I got my legs all tangled up
and twisted my ankle real
good."
Some tape fixed it and then
Phillips fixed Kansas State in
the second half, providing the
proper remedy for Kentucky's
81-78 quarter-final victory.
"We took Kansas State
inside," said Phillips. "It's a
better percentage shot. I
thought if we did that, beat
them inside, that we'd
eventually wear them out."
Phillips, who had scored but
four points in the first half,
poured in 13 once entering the
contest with seven minutes
gone in the game, and led the
Wildcats back from a 63-51
deficit.
"Phillips had an ankle in-
jury and I thought we could
sneak by without him in the
second half," said Kentucky
Coach Joe Hall. "I almost
waited too long once I decided
to put him back in. I made
sure that the other players




defeated Louisville 73-67 in the
opener of a doubleheader
Tuesday night. North Carolina
State and surprising North
Carolina-Charlotte, who won
quarter-final games Monday
night, will play in the other
semifinal game.
As soon as Phillips came
into the game, he was a help to
his team. Within a minute, he
had his fu-st basket and by the
time he was finished scoring,
Kentucky had a 76-70 lead with
5:10 to play. James Lee later
hit two free throws with 1:18
remaining to provide the
Wildcats of the Southeastern
Conference with an 80-74 lead
and their eventual winning
points.
"We had a substantial lead
and that seems to bring more
pressure to us than to other
teams," noted Kansas State
Coach Jack Hartman. We
haven't played well with a big
lead all year. The big thing
was that we let Phillips catch
the ball too low. Their size was
definitely a factor."
Bruce Campbell and Bill
Eason each hit four big foul
shots in the last three minutes
to lead Providence over
Louisville. The Cardinals had
scored four straight points and
moved within 59-57 of the
Friars at the 4:18 mark before
the team from New England
used the foul shot to wrap up
the tense game.
"I don't know about my
kids, but the game took more
out of me than any other game
we've played all year," said
Providence Coach Dave
Gavin. "My sinus MID
bothering me and I almost
fainted at the end of the
game."
Gavitt credited guard Mark
McAndrew with a star per-
formance, although he scored
no more than 15 points.
"McAndrew may be an
unspectacular player," Gavin
pointed out, "but he's a great
leader. He really ran the club
well."
Barry Earns Himself And His
Teammates Chance For Rest
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Rick Barry has earned
himself, and his teammates, a
little rest.
Barry, playing despite a
painful hip pointer, scored 14
points in the fourth quarter to
lead the Warriors to a 110-101
victory over Detroit Tuesday
night. That triumph clinched
the Pacific Division title for
the defending National
Basketball Association
champion Warriors, the first
team in the league to win a
division crown.
"We will give some people
some time off now that we
have clinched the title," said
Warriors • Coach Al Attles.
"There won't be any complete
games off, but we'll just get
them out of there a little
earlier than usual."
That should be music to
Barry's ear. He did not play in
Golden State's 118-103 loss at
New Orleans Sunday night
because of the bruised hip.
and did not know until five
minutes before game time
whether he'd be able to go
against the Pistons.
"It was very painful, but he
wanted to help if he could,"
said Attles.
He could. After scoring just
two points in the first half, he
came up with 18 after in-
termission. His three free
throws put the Warriors ahead
93-89 with 7:52 to play and they
slowly pulled away.
Elsewhere in the NBA, it
was Los Angeles 109,
Cleveland 105; Houston 116,
New York 111; Chicago 120,
Phoenix 87, and Buffalo 112,
Portland 95.
The Warriors
second-place Los Angeles in
the Pacific Division by 14
games, with just 13 to play.
Phil Smith kept Golden
State in contention in the first
half when he scored 19 of his
gamehigh 31 points. Jarnaal




To Open Play Friday
By PATSY J. BEAUCHAhIP
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
List fall, there were a lot of
new faces on the Murray State
University tennis squad. This




"Hard-nosed" is not exactly
the word to use to describe
Coach Nita Head's squad, but
the lady netters cannot be
described as "pushovers" as
they posted a 12-2 fall season
record.
Returning this spring to try
and boost that fall record is
number one singles player
Karen Weis.
A freshman from Wisconsin,
Karen ended the fall season
with a 11-3 singles record and
a 9-2 doubles record. Karen
was runner-up at the state
tourney in the number one
singles position narrowly
losing 6-3, 3-6, 7-6 to Western
Kentucky's undefeated Katy
Strozdas.
Not far behind Karen, are
the Macoviks. Sindy, playing
at the number two position,
ended the fall season with a 10-
4 singles record. Sister Sandy
at the number three spot
posted a 12-2 singles record.
There's a change at the
number four position. Judy
Shirrell played at that spot
last fall but did not return to
Murray this semester. Ann
Ress, who played on and off at
the number six spot, has
improved greatly to takeover
the number four position.
Linda Spellman returns to
the number five slot bringing
an 8-4 record. Lynn Martin
brings in a 3-2 record at the
number six position.
The Macoviks will be
operating again as the number
one doubles position. They
sport a 13-1 record.
A change in the number two
doubles duo will be Weis and
Spellman. The number 3
doubles team will also change,
finding Martin and Ross as
partners.
Margaret May, who played
intermittently at the number
six position is out indefinitely
Guest Of Honor
ALBANY, Calif. (AP) —
Silky Sullivan, a thoroughbred
whose stretch runs thrilled
California racing fans in the
late 1950s, will be the St.
Patrick's Day guest of honor
today at Golden Gate Fields.
The handsome and still
frisky copper-colored stallion
will be 21 this year. He will
promenade in the winner's
circle and receive a birthday
gift. Later the Silky Sullivan
Handicap, a $25,000 mile race
for 3-year-olds, will be run in
his honor.
Silky Sullivan's best known
feat was to come from 40
lengths behind to win the 1958
Santa Anita Derby under the
urging of Bill Shoemaker.
TENNIS
DALLAS — Third-seeded
Rosemary Casals had little
trouble advancing to the







Solomon wore down Cliff
Richey, 6-3, 3-6, 6-2 for a first










with a broken arm. May had
worked her way to the number
five slot before her injury.
"Everything will go pretty
much the same as last fall,"
commented Coach Head.
-Western will still be the
toughest competition that we
know of this spring."
"Of course, there are a few
teams that we will be playing
that we know nothing about,
but I expect a successful
spring season."
Coach Head's netters will
open their spring season
Friday against Southwestern
of Memphis. Singles matches
will begin at 3:00 p.m. All
home matches will be played
at the University Tennis
Complex.





March 20, Southeast Missouri
State, HOME 3 :00 p.m.
































Bias P Bias Belted and Radial
'All-Weather 78 Bias Ply
B78-13 blackwall,
with trade
Plus MO to $2.76 F.E.T.
depending on size







Motors, Dodge and others.









G78-14$34 G7t-1S $35 178-13 Ihatkwell with Prude
Cushion Belt Polygles Blackwell with Trade
Plus $1.82 to 82.65 F.E.T. depending on size
weitotoolls et Age* higher piles.
listed sizes flt oottiolo ot Vigo, PP**, Amarlows Moors, Doodoe, Dodge, Ford, airrovie, Swam and whirs
oiron.
GOOD jyY EAR
For more good years in your car
8 Ways to Buy
• Cast • Goodyear Revoking Charp
• Ow Owe Creme, Credit Mae
• Master Charge • BaskAmertcard
• Ameticasi Express Meaty Card
• Carte Illawee • Sitters CIA
See Your Independent Dealer For His Price. Prices As Shown at Goodyear Service Stores




Up to 5 qts. of major
brand 10/30 grade oil.
10/40 grade $1.50 extra.
• Complete chassis
lubrication & oil change
Helps ensure long
wearing parts & smooth
quiet performance
• Please phone for
appointment
• Includes light trucks
Front-End
Alignment





• Complete analysis and align-
ment correction — to increase tire
mileage and improve steering
safety • Precision equipment,
used by experienced mechanics,






$4 less for cars with
Electronic Ignition
• Our mechanics electronically
fine-tune your engine • New
points. plugs & condenser • Test
charging/starting systems, adjust
carburetor • Helps maintain a
smooth running engine • includes
Datsun, Toyota, VW a light
trucks.





Store Noun: 1:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Dufly - Opea Friday until 11:00 p.m.
315 W. Broadway i
Mayfield, Ky.
247-3711
600 Jefferson 100S. Stateline
Paducah, Ky. 11 Fulton, Ky.
442-5464 472-1000
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Marla Lassiter of Benton, a
music education major at
Murray State University, will
present her senior piano
recital on the campus on
Sunday, March 21.
Scheduled at 3:30 p. m. in
the Recital Hall Annex of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
her program will include
"Diversions" by Richard
Rodney Bennet, "Sonata in F
Major, Op. 54" by Ludwig van
Beeethoven, "Concerto for
Woodwin Quintet" by Joseph
Jongen, and "Poems of the
Sea" by Ernest Bloch.
Miss Lassiter, the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Lassiter
of 1115 Birch Street, Benton,
will be assisted by the
Woodwind Quintet composed
of Rhonda Phillips on the
flute, Joyce Feibelmann on
the oboe, Rita Reasons on the
clarinet, Harold Oliver on the
French horn, and Laura
Gardiner on the bassoon.
She is a member of Sigma
Alpha Iota professional music
fraternity for women and























LATEX HOUSE P „
• the beat Warm as/ WIC
and men Blue ail woother,
meg. Yet irs lati*-111mm 0 001611.,
md WON 3111
damp. 30 Amato= colors. 111133
HOWE & TRIM lit
asalbssa loot its
VAIN iloW Ns
PLASTIC RAU. tight weight of hunboo strength' and
flexibility if spring steel. 24 wide hoed. 113117/FS24
SOW 1 Forged from a bar if odd theol for extra
mud tooth; ash handle. 14C$
SWelfa. Heavy duty.
WLEMIOL Owl Mae —thro-prous in one
side; boo blade in the other. kr kindle. 0613ØC$








Foot fractions; percent key too
Floating decimal; chair
bons. Roes on bet. Oat nc'
optional adaptor 1510/STR
AC Adapter. 1517/105 46$
Tiall/alue
Single Lev, Faint
One hawk controls both temperature and
floor-tamismient when hands ars MI. Wash-
asinos—cas1 leak. For 3-hole sinks. Clamed
finish. r canters_ 1014/0200 111.1111










Single knob controls both temperature and
flow. Washerless—can't leak. Chromed flu-
id; handsome smoked aaylic knelt C
centers.
With Pop-Up Drain. 1017/11620....5.116
BODYSHAPER
Oval-shaped spray pattern covers the body
as no round :bower can. Adiasts from
needs tbro soft rinse. 1020/136C. ASS
PULSATING SO DYSHAPER
As awe piss painting Mien whoa
you ward it—stimalates with "water fa-
vors." soothes Ida a musage. 11718(13SC
25-Ft. Trimble Light
Long cord roily roadies to the
world Polypropylene lamp




Dimessione; 2 H 514" NI eVd-
WNW: 314 Pane
Connie: Channel enactor, poen on/vo
lurne c8
*welds. P A ANL Receni-O-Seds
Freepmency Range: 26 965 to 27 256 rnHz CB23- Toshanng HetroSync%trcustry
lope Vaw: 138 UDC, Poi or Nog ground
Input a Canna Jocks: Earphone/Worn" 111 010AK,
PA tack, antenna, power plug mike Mug
Reg. 189.95
* All Plant Needs *
Dried Blood r Potting Sod Perlite
r Vermiculite r Snag b Slug Bair
r Crab Grass Killer
Phone 753-2571
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"Narvel the Marvel"
Narvel Felts, country music
singer, has a winner in Narvel
the Marvel" on the ABC-Dot
label.
The hit single, "Somebody
Hold Me (Until She Passes
By)," which has been on the
country sharts for several
weeks is the featured cut on
the album. The words of the
song are sad; but it is sung
with deep feeling and is a
proven success.
Two very familiar cuts,
.'Blue Suede Shoes" and
-Lonely Teardrops" are both
excellent. "Blue Suede Shoes"
was the first song Felts sang
in high school and he
dedicates the song to it's
singer-composer, Carl
Perkins. "Lonely Teardrops"
is to be the next single to be
released by Felts and could be
a big success.
"Away" shows Felts and his
high voice range at his best.
On the other hand, "Blue
Darlin"' and "I Just Had You
On My Mind" do not fare too
well on the album.
"Band of Gold," in some
respects, reminds us of a
sound like Elvid Presley and
this song would be good for a
single.
The background vocals
blend in perfectly with Felts
on the cuts "Baby Warm" and
"Don't Worry." In fact, the
background vocals are ex-
cellent on most of the cuts.
Post Concert Notes
The Narvel Felts Show at
the Ky. Lake Music Barn last
Friday night was a big success
both in attendance, per-
formance and audience
response. Everyone seemed to
enjoy Felts, the Driftaways,
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Felts performed well on
many of his hit singles and
cuts from his latest album,
"Narvel the Marvel." "Love
Me Like a Rock," "Recon-
sider Me," and "Somebody
Hold Me" were the most
outstanding songs that he
performed.
The Driftaways are five
very talented young men and
Felts is very fortunate to have
them along in concert.
One of the members of the
Driftaways George Parris is
very versatile in his talent. He




Reviews to Come Sees
We plan to review such
albums in the near future as
"Born to the" by Grand Funk
Railroad, "Run With the
Pack" by Bad Company,
"Frampton Comes Alive" by
Peter Frampton and "Better




"It took me nearly 17 years
to have a single of mine to hit
the charts nationally," said
country music singer, nerve!
Felts at the Ky. Lake Music
Barn on Friday night.
The name of the hit single
which put Felts on the charts
was "Reconsider Me" and
sold over 300,000 copies.
"I was previously on the Hi
Lable; but now I am recording
exclusively with ABC-Dot
Nerve! Pelts
records," said Felts. He will
soon have a release entitled
"This Time" on the Hi label
and was recorded in 1972. His
recent hit single, "Somebody
Hold Me (Until She Passes
By)," has been high on the
country music charts.
"Narvel the Marvel," a
nickname given to him by his
Grand Ole Opry fans was born
In Kaiser, Arkansas and later
moved on a farm with his
parents near Powe, Missouri.
He had his first singing ex-
posure on stage at his high
school in Birney, Missouri.
Incidentally, he sang "Blue
Suede Shoes" which is now on
his latest album as a tribute to
its composer and singer, Carl
Now when the Birds Fly South They Can
Afford More fine Feathers
Cross Creek's line of luxury knit sports shirts
has everything the high-priced shirts have.
Everything except the high price. Which means
the sun-seeker with fine shirts on his mind can









Felts at the present time
lives in Maldin, Missouri and
does most of his recording in
Muscle Shoals, Alabama.
Felts has had in addition to
"Reconsider Me" other hit
singles such as "Funny How
Time Slips Away," "Rain-
drops," and "Mountain of
Love." Five of his singles
have received ASCAP awards
and "Reconsider Me"
received Billboard's Country
Music Single of the Year for
1975.
"During the past year, I've
recorded a lot and have had
three albums released and a
single or two," said Felts. He
also has another single
"Lonely Teardrops" that is in
the process of being released
soon.
Felts commented on the
effect of the country music
crossovers both in his records
and in the music industry. "I




over and got on the top 100 pop
charts as well al-on the
country charts."
A major asset to Narvel
Felts' performance is his new
backup group the Driftaways
which he picked up in
Columbia, South Carolina, in
January of this year. These
five young men will be
travelling with Felts on his
concerts and in cutting his
singles and albums.
One of the most unique
aspects about Felts is his
ability to reach high notes,
such songs as "Reconsider
Me" and "Away." When
asked about this he laughed
and said, "Johnny Cash can
reach low notes and I can







Baby Boy Hahn (Betty Sue -
mother), 113 So. 13th St.,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Miss Marcia Lynn Fielder,
202 Woodlavm, Murray, Mrs.
Betty Jean Lovett, Route 5,
Benton, Joe Ed Thompson,
Hardin, Mrs. Ernestine Jones,
Route 1, Dexter, Mrs. Yvonne
Melton, 1502 Henry, Murray,
D. Chastene Stone, Route 1,
Murray, Miss Debbie M.
Eldridge, Route 6, Box 166,
Murray, Miss Patricia D.
Brown, 9314 Fern Creek Rd.,
Fern Creek, Dwain C.
Muskgrow, 205 North Cherry,
Murray, Mrs. Mary E. Scott,
Route 7, Murray, Miss Debra
Ann Jones, Route 8, Box 198,
Benton, Miss Rhonda Jo
Johnston, 222 So. 12th,
Murray, Mrs. Ada L. Morgan,
28 Orchard Hts., Murray, Mrs.
Lorene M. Gent-in, Route 6,
Murray, Miss Less Kristine
Robertson, 211 South 13th.,
Murray, Mrs. Sandra J.
Armstrong, Route 3, Mayfield,
Miss Evelyn Bradley, 204
Woodlawn, Murray, Mrs.
Donna Coffman Mc Wane,
Route 3, Benton, Thomas H.
Vaughn, 311 Chestnut,
Murray, Mrs. Gale Jane
Vinson and baby boy, 1605
Kirkwood, Murray, Mrs. Cone
0. Halcomb, Route 5, Murray,
Jew T. Huddleston, Route 2,
Cerulean, Mrs. Hattie
Outman, Route 1, Dexter,
Miss Angela Watson (ex-
pired), 521 k'2 So. Main,
Mishawaka, Ind., Mrs. Margie
Helen Erwin (expired), Route
1, Kirksey.
BICENTENNIAL COFFIN — Earl Walker, Jr., says he had no idea that 
his red, white, and
blue bicentennial coffins would become a big sales item at Jack
son. Miss., but they
have. Walker says, "You never know what people are going to buy. (AP Wirephoto)
Hearst Trial Appears Sure To
Reach Jury By The Weekend
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
With her father among the
final witnesses, Patricia
Hearst's trial for bank rob-
bery appears all but assured
of reaching the jury by week's
end.
U.S. District Court Judge
Oliver J. Carter hinted
Tuesday that he would reject
efforts by either U.S. Atty.
James L. Browning Jr. or
defense counsel F. Lee Bailey
to carry testimony beyond
today.
"You've both had two
chances now and that's it,"
Carter said, referring to each
side's main case and rebuttal
presentations.
Bailey told the judge he had
"one more witness for sure"
and indicated outside court
that it was the defendant's
mother, Catherine Hearst.
Her father, San Francisco
Examiner President Ran-
dolph A. Hearst, testified
Tuesday.
Browning suggested in court
that he would seek to recipes
the government's case to
answer the defense's latest
testimony.
"I will rule preliminarily on
that right now," Carter
replied, "and the answer is
no." The trial is now in its
eighth week.
Carter has set aside one full
day for closing arguments and
that could come Thursday,
followed by the judge's in-
structions to the jury.
Carter has told the jurors,
who have been sequestered
since Feb. 4, that they should
"deliberate through the
weekend," if necessary.
Bailey spent most of
Tuesday attempting to
discredit two psychiatric
experts who testified .or the
government.
Dr. Joel Fort of San
Francisco and Dr. Harry
Kozol of Boston each said Miss
Hearst, 22, was a willing
convert to terrorism when she
and her Symbionese
Liberation Army kidnapers
robbed a bank on April 15,
1974.
She herself has-testified she
was still a hostage and that
her captors ordered her to
participate or be killed.
In a surprise move, Bailey
also called Mist Hearst's long-
time friend, Patricia Tobin,
who described her chum from
schooldays as "not the same
person" when she was cap-
tured last Sept. 18.
Miss Tobin's appearance in
the courtroom was greeted by
a warm smile from Miss
Hearst. Both women smiled
frequently and, at least twice,
Miss Hearst appeared to be
stifling a giggle.
Bailey also called to the
stand the defendant's father,
who described his daughter as
"strong-willed."
Heart, 60, spoke slowly but
firmly as he took issue with
Kozol's testimony that his
daughter had been bored,
bitter and restless in the
weeks before her Feb. 4, 1974
abduction.
Occasionally clearing his
throat and with his hand
grasping a glass of water,
Hearst said his daughter was
"a very bright girl, pretty. She
was strong-willed, I think, and
independent. She was fun to Ix
with."
Bailey asked if Kozol had
been accurate in portraying
Miss Hearst as a rebel who
found her cause in the
terrorist underground. "No,"
he swiftly replied.
Bill Amended To Include Rules
For Underground Mine Safety
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A Kentucky Senate bill
strengthening strip mine
blasting regulations has
been amended by the House to
increase safety in un-
derground mines, and now




Glasgow, called the bill "one
of the major strip-mine
regulations of the session."
Two amendments were
added to the original bill by
Rep. Glenn Freeman, D-
Harlan, who said he drafted
them after talking to miners
at the Letcher County mine
where two explosions last
week took 26 lives.
The bill would require
anyone who sets off an ex-
plosive at a mining site to be
licensed by the Kentucky
Department of Mines and
Minerals. It would allow the
department to require strip
mine operators to submit a
blasting plan.
In addition, it prohibits any
blasting that would send rocks
flying further than a specified
distance. It would also permit
the department to restrict the
sale and use of hazardous
explosive compounds.
The amendments attached
to the bill would require an
increase in the amount of air
at the head of the mine ( where
the coal is mined). Freeman,
said that would remove
methane gas — believed In be
the cause of last week's ex-
plosions — and the dust which
causes black lung disease
He said a bill approved
last week by the House
would make Kentucky's
requirements for fresh air at
the face the same as the
federal requirements.
But he said his amendment
takes the requirement a step
further, requiring 5,000 cubic
feet of air to be at the mow




dment would set up a district
inspection procedure for
unditground mines. Any alio('
ernPinYing from 25 to ml)
persons would have tope%
or Awe employes to serve
safety inspectors
5$2;
They would be required to
report any violation of the
mine safety regulations to the
mine • supervisor. If the con-
dition were not corrected, then
r;74_
(
they would be authorized to






PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Two McCracken Cottnty teen-
agers have received cer-
tificates of merit signed by
U.S. Atty. Gen. Edward Levi
for their part in foiling a 1974
holdup attempt at a Reidland
grocery store.
David Chester, then 17, and
Mark Sturm, 16 at the time,
grew suspicious of two men
they met when leaving the
store one September day.
They became "scared" when
one of the men told them.
'.:You'd better get out of here."
But instead of leaving, the
two returned to the store and
told the clerk to call the police,
saying they suspected a
robbery was about to occur.
The two men left the
parking lot and the youths left,
loo. The men returned a short
time later, only to be seized by
the McCracken County
sheriff's department.
U.S. Atty. George J. Long,
who awarded the certificates
to Chester and Sturm at a
luncheon Tuesday, said, "It
was quite an event that the
boys did what they did. Most
kids might have turned and
left."
Sturm, a fullback at
Reidland High, said "I'll
never forget it, that's for
sure."
About half the trees cut down
throughout the world are
burned as fuel, with much of







Uses Less Water - Washes a Bigger
Load - Stainless Steel Tubs - 10 year
warranty on transmission
Price Stotts at $22995
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%bull see twice as many
mushrooms.You'll taste
extra mushroom flavor in
Hunts Tomato Sauce
with Mushrooms.
Hunt's slices mushrooms into the sauce with a
generous hand.Tivice as many luscious
Mushroom morsels— to double the mushroomy
goodness of your spaghetti, meat loaf and
casseroles. There; a recipe on every can.
You get 100%
more mushrooms.
• You. pay '74t less.
On an a co. caw or Hunt"
Tomato Sinice with IN ush-
rooms. Now 1041% more
madtrooms in every can.
STORE COUPON
Hunt's To Grocer Tbiscotipon w, ii Ith:redo:meal for lace saluae phi,Sc handling if used in Jcconl-
armee with the oiler waled lwre-
on. CIIIII011 %Oki if lased
PrOluibeted or (CM ricted l's Los
Cash value) 2.047 Valid tints tri
U.S This coupon is SIM as
siont.ihIc or tr.insteralne Mjii
coupon to Hunt Y‘s-reson Foods.
Inc.. PO L's I-1-41. Clinton.
Iowa 5074.1
n175 Hurit-'Achnat Food,.
Inc I. vitutson Late M • 30 AS
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Loft Freud,
DRESSING  oz 39'
Kraft Low Cal 1,000 Island
DRESSING
Kroft Low Cal Italian
DRESSING
Kroft Low Cal French
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POTATOES .10 1 '9
Storemade
COLE SLAW '41.254
Dixie Fresh Grade A Medium
EGGS d•L53'
Indlea River
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James C. Bowling, a
Paducah native who has risen
to positions of executive
leadership with one of the
world's largest cigarette
companies, will be the com-
mencement speaker, at
Murray State University for
exercises on Saturday, May 8.
He will address the 53rd
spring graduating class in the
10 a.m. ceremony in the
university fieldhouse. Both
mid-year and spring
graduates will be awarded
degrees by Dr. Constantine W.
Curris, university president.
Bowling, who now lives in
Darien, Conn., is a vice-
Phillip Morris Executive, James Bowling, To Speak To MSU Grads
1951'and began a rapid rise
within the organization.
He was named assistant to
the vice-president for public
relations in 1953, public
relations manager in 1956,
director of public relations in
1957, assistant to the president
in 1962, and a vice-president in
1964.
Bowling is a member of one




LONDON (AP) — Foreign
Secretary James Callaghan
and four other cabinet
ministers announced their
candidacies today to succeed
Harold Wilson as prime
minister and Labor party
leader.
In addition to Callaghan, the
clear favorite, those throwing
their hats in the ring were
Energy Secretary Tony Berm,
Employment Secretary
Michael Foot, Home
Secretary Roy Jenkins, and
Environment Secretary
Anthony Crosland.
Callaghan, a quiet moderate
nicknamed "Sunny Jim,"
appears to have the support of
both the left and right wings of
the Labor party and seems
most likely to succeed the 60-
year-old Wilson, who an-
nounced Tuesday he was
stepping down because of age.
London newspapers have
tipped the 63-year-old
Callaghan as a first choice or
compromise candidate among
the 317 Labor legislators in the
House of Commons who will
begin voting next week for a
successor to Wilson.
Several powerful union
leaders also indicated their
support for 'Callaghan.
However, his age could work
against him, political insiders
said.
Both Benn, 50, and Foot, 62,
are on the left wing of the
Labor party and political
pundits did not consider either
of them likely choices,
claiming that their outspoken
advocacy of radical leftist
policies have made them
unpopular with many of
Britain's 40 million voters.
Jenkins, 55, is considered
one of the more intellectual
members of the cabinet and
stands on the party's right
wing. He has widespread
appeal among party
moderates who form the
largest bloc among Laborite
legislators. But he could ex-
pect stiff opposition from the
left.
Crosland, 57, a moderate
considered a dark horse, said
"I expect to draw my support
from those who are looking for
the common ground which




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
The Belle of Louisville will not
use tugboats this year to speed
Its turnaround and defeat the
larger Delta Queen and the
smaller Julia Belle Swain in
the Great Steamboat Race on
the Ohio River during Ken-
tucky Derby week.
That's how the Belle won
last year. But such turnaround
skullduggery will be im-
possible this year, for there
will be no turns. The Belle's
operating board says the three
beats will compete in a
straight line dash between the
Clark Bridge at Louisville and
Six-Mile Island, upstream
from Louisville.
president, member of the
board of directors, assistant to
the chairman of the board,
and director of corporate
affairs of Philip Morris
Incorporated of New York
City.
After serving as the campus
representative of the company
at the University of Louisville,
Bowling joined the firm
following his graduation in
- -- - .-.--.--.7vele. F• • .
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families and a descendant of Bowling has nevertheless
John Rolfe, the first man to maintained Ues with his home
raise tobacco in the colonies. state, including his 1974
His wife is the former Ann election to the presidency of
Jones of Kuttawa. They have The Kentuckians, an
twin daughters, Belinda and organization of Kentuckians
Nancy, a son, James, Jr., and residing in the New York area.
another daughter, Stephanie. He has served on the board
Well known throughout the of trustees of both Midway
tobacco industry for his active Junior College and Berea
role in a number of industry College and is a member of the
and trade organizations, admissions board of the
111.17 4 IL-IXTIATi f "I r
OMB Mill MI
HIGHWAY 64I--MUR Y, KY ome iterra not exact -cts icture
Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.
We have more fishing items then any other area stor
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Uruversity of Louisville. He
was elected ass trustee to the
Kentucky Independent
College Foundation in 1974.
In 1970 he was appointed as
a member of the advisory
committee for the Kentucky
Department of Commerce by
Gov. Louie B. Nunn.
National president of Keep
America Beautiful, Inc., since
1969, Bowling was elected
It We have a
bow ken It*
Shoos koal-S Lwp
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chairman of the board of that College of Business in 1970. He
organisation in 1973. Ha Is also has also been recognized
on the national council of the several times within the..
Boy Scouts of America. tobacco industry and has held
Among his honors are several offices in professional *,;•
recognition as the Young organizations.
Businessman of the Year by Bowling is the author of a
the Business Administration book entitled "How to
Society of St. John's Improve Your Personal
University in 1967 and election Relations" published by
as the Alumnus of the Year of Doubleday and Co., Inc., in























Choice of apricot - Avocado





Choice of Regular - Ex-
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Miller, Dec'd, Haft ord










All persons having claims
against said estates are
notified to present them
to the Administrators or
Executors verified
according to law, same
to be presented to said
Administrators or
Executors in due course
of law.
This 11 day of March,
1976. •
Marvin Harris, Clerk,
Ety : Judith Ainley, D. C.
NOTICE
Approximately 11,1111111eq. ft. of
rental apace available id Sod
and Pooter Streets. Wentorn
Dark Taboo& PoieNne Com,
Murray, Ky., Phan 711-018
MOBILE HOMI23 un-
derpinned. Your choice
of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.





















ends Avendeble prow N-
F who con work without
supervision in Marray. Con-
tact castamers. Age unim-
portant, hot matority is. We
train. Write J. J. Met,
Pres., Southwestern






be submitted by 12


















LOU S• rt ,
136-2132
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now associated with Bill
Riley at the Down-
towner Barber Shop at
508 Main.
I PEGGY NOEL
we be smite, it MITA-
KINK siortili Meade MN,




Need WI* Isla en ad
We've pet Ile experieeted
serviesesen to est tbe job
dm' Net... Texaco
7S3-7711
sweet hen Corvette Wm
I
489 2740
seed for fen and relaxation.
Corvette tones
753-2202































































LOSE WEIGHT with New
Shape Tablets and




Wine yerr need evepSes,
egrairesat of sorties caN es.
Clessieo is .554 we keels.
best. We here neon claimers
sod 'Wier deeming mpripiessit
for root, or if Too prof to vs









of our darling mother,
Susan Bell, who passed
away March 16, 1974.
ANGELS
When God calls our loved
ones to dwell with Him
above,
We mortals sometime
question the wisdom of
His love. For no hear-
tache compares with the
death of a loved one who
does so much to makr
our world seem won-
derful and mild.
God knows how much we
need them, and so He
takes but few to make
the land of Heaven more
beautiful to vie
Believing this is difficult
still somehow we must
try, The saddest word
mankind knows will
always be "Goodbye".
So when a loved one
departs, we who are left
behind must realize God
loves our loved ones too,












betvreen 2 arid 5 p. m.
for appointment.
BABYSITTER WAN-
TED, to come to my
home for 2 girls, ages
11,51 and 8 years 3:00 to
12:30. Phone 492-8746.
Exceptional applaud-
ty. WI we her the
opperiwity to sere
$20,000 or mere
1976 sod mere In
future years?
Internationn1 Com-
pany in 57th year of













If Yee Quelify We
Creerentes:
Up to $1,000 first
month, guaranteed











Act today to insure
tomorrow.









for local grocery. Please
write giving experience,
references age and







































FOR LARGE cycle, 1970










phone after 5 p.m., 436-
5495.
STANDING TIMBER or
already cut. Contact D.
W. Fox 753-9811 after 6,
or 753-6231.
OLD MAGAZINES,
before 1940, old toys,
military items, political
buttons, Coca-Cola
items, Books by Jesse
Stuart. Call 753-3746 or
write Collector, Route 3,
Box 99, Murray, Ky.
GOOD USED PING pong
table. Call 489-2289 after
m.
15 Articles For Sac
- -










3 H.P. chain drive,
$169.95. 5 H.P. chain
drive, $189.95. All with B
& S engines. Wallin
Hardware, Parts, Term.
14 H. P. WHEEL HORSE
riding mower with
grader blade. Plow, cart
and tire chains. Call 753-







CLEAN RUGS, like new,
so easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric





MILLIONS OF rugs have




Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
FREELS WHOLESALE,
216 South 17th, Paducah,
Ky. Doors, windows,





















Call 753-6608 after 5:30
or before 5, 753-7132.
ROUGH WESTERN RED
cedar beams. 16' t 24',
long. Call 354-6392 or 753-
8560.
FOR ALL YOUR FEN-
CING NEEDS. Call AAA
Fence Supply Co., 1-444-
E865, Paducah, Ky.
FENCE SALE at SEARS.
Call Larry Lyles at 753-




model 51081 - $229.95.
Roby Sales, Benton, Ky.








maker, white. Call 753-
1518.
1 t L •
ELECTROLUX SALES




and Service, 500 Maple





19'75 CASE 846, front
loader and garden
tractor with plow, disc
and 48" mower. All
hydraulic. Original cost









sale. 1968 David Brown
990 Selectarnatic farm
tractor. Good condition.
Call 354-6392 or 753-8560.
1967 INTERNATIONAL
backhoe, good condition.
Call 1-354-6392 or 753-
8560
CRAWLER LOADER
1970 International with 4
in one bucket. Good
condition. Call 354-6392
or 753-8560.
TWO ROW John Deere
planter, 6 row boom
spray with 55 gallon
barrel. Freeman front
end loader with 2
buckets, one 6', 1






rotary mowers. See at
Hazel, Ky., at Union 76
Station.
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for




motor, Mark 51, 45 h. p.
Good condition $250.00.
Call 753-6221 8 a. m. to 3
p. m. Ask for Ricky
Peal.
REGULAR SIZE pool
table. 160.00. Call 753-
3494 or 753-2720.
BOAT, V-BOTTOM
aluminum, 14'. Can 753-
5306.
FULL SET OF ladies
power built golf clubs.





JOHNSON 51/2 H. P.
motor, mechanically





organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The






1998, call after 3p. m.






tKelley's Termite& Pest Control
100S:., rhl 3 Poaches.SrreerFI 












made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Heal thopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, phone 1-
443-7323-
FOR SALE 1964 pickup.
Copper colored upright,
oven on top, stove for
sale. Call 753-8218.




GE 4 Channel AM-FM
stereo with 8 track.
$220.00. Call 753-0148.





12 x 18 ALL electric,
trailer. Call 901-247-3387.
VERY NICE 1971












12 x 70 MOBILE HOME.
Three bedroom, 2 bath.
Extra nice. Call 753-1905
after 5:30.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.




BTU furnace and 2 ton
central air conditioner
unit. Call 153-38M after 5
p.m.
OR CARE TAKE a house
in country. Prefer New
Concord, Hazel area.
Call 436-2433 or 753-9293.
WANT TO RENT ap-
proximately 3 acres




ment for rent. Available
March 1, Call 753-2299.
NICE- SMALL FUR-
NISHED apartment.
Also nice room for older





garbage disposal lots of





ment, 206 E. Poplar.
Call 753-1767.
MURRAY MANOR























now. No pets. Call 753-
3942.
36 For Refl. Or Led,t,
ONE 38 HUNDRED acres
of dark fired tobacco.










IRISH SETTER. Calf 753-
8681.
IRISH Sk. ITEM PUP-
PIES. Wormed and
shots. $35.00. Call 753-
6153.
IRISH SETTER, 18







lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-C1957 alter 4 p.m.









and Saturday, 9-5. The
Curious Shop, 1306 Main.
RE THE first in Calloway
County to have a 2




the tracts can be
measured in hectares
we still sell them for




505 Main St., Murray,
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e disposal lots of






















No pets. Call 753-
HUNDRED acres
k fired tobacco.












. $35.00. Call 753-
SETTER, 18







s. Call 753-6412 or
)957 after 4 p.m.
/1111.11










US Shop, 1306 Main.
IE first in Calloway







111 sell them for
with s low down
ett and extended. Jobs C.
Der Real Estate.
En St., Murray,
1-7531 or eau Ed)
II, 753- 7 1 1 6 .
A















story home in West-
wood, that offers elegant
living of single family,
however this home has
an apartment attached
that rents for $140.00 per
month. Large shade
trees, 2 car garage,
carpet, drapes, ap-
pliances. A must to see
for that little assistance
with the monthly
payments. Call Moffitt
Realty Co., 306 South
12th, 753-3597
MAKE AN OFFER and
we will try getting
together on the two
bedroom brick at 509
South 6th, or on the
house and three apar-
tments at 504 Vine
Street. Call CO. Bon-





Just listed new 3
bedroom home near
Lynn Grove on 9 plus
acres. Excellent
location with frontage
on Highway 94, 6 miles
from Murray. Phone
Bill Kopperud today for
an appointment and be
the first to see this










continue to climb. Now
is the time to buy that lot
on which to build your
dream home. Now of-
fering 55 fine lots in
Westwood Subdivision.
Only 10 per cent down
and balance to be paid
off over 5 years. corneas
little as $300 down and
monthly payments for
only 58.50. Now on city
sewer system. Buy now








3 extra large bedrooms,





drive, over 2,000 square
feet of living space.
Contact BOYD-
MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 105 N. 12th,
753-•9080.
ROBERTS REALTS
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel 1.0 serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.




frontage on Highway 641
at Almo Heights. Call
753-1753.
4')
BY OWNER, Bottom land
farm. 133 acres, 87 acres
in cultivation with
Umber. 700 lbs. burley,















large back yard with
shade trees, $14,000.00
on llth Street. Call 753-












( Repossessed Damaged Used)
Marti* Persia*,
I - 25" Wet TY Cassels  21.00
1 • 1/'' Cele. TV Tide nesilei  14.00
1 • 19” Used W Portable 6.0
1 • Connie Stereo (ienteged Cabinet)  15.00
1 Itopessessed amassie Ram 21.00
- Itepessessed Mose 25.00
1 • Used Orem 21.0
1 • Used Plan WOO
1 - Used Ovation Whir 15.00
I I Mont* hymen,*
J B Music
Chestnut Street, Murray 753-7575
Call 753-9562
David Hill
BY OWNER. Three large
bedrooms, large built-in
kitchen, 2 full baths,
large lot. Kingswood
Area. Call 753.4907.
LARGE 10 room frame
house, 2 baths, central
gas heat, air con-
ditioning. Carpeting, 2













HOUSE AND LOT to











scaped court in front.
Large redwood fenced
patio in back. Three






heat and air, good closet





in mid 20's. Two
bedrooms, lie bath, new
carpet, 1,800 square feet
of living space, 16 x 24
garage. Call 436-2107
after 6.
A n oche r View




dry basement. See at




ping. This 2 BR.
frame has been com-
pletely redecorated
and priced to sell.
Beautiful 3 BR. brick





quality home with all
the extras.
Hideaway haven!
Frame 2 BR. cabin
near Ky. Lake on lot
100 x 100. Ready to
move into. You can-









After Stile 'AL col Goy
Spam 753-2557, levies
lekor 753445, Jock por-




convenient, great for big
family or renters help
pay. Owner, 753-2562.
FOR SALE by owner
lakefront cottage,
almost 2 acres. Phone






after 5 o'clock, 753-4443.





running bike. In good
condition. $850. Call 492-
8588.




751 YAMAHA 1973, low
mileage. Call 75341175.
111.11.111
1911 VII RIPER Battle,
automatic. Ca 753-4016.
1974 AUDIE FOX. Call
after 5:30p. m., 753-8147.
1974 TRIUMPH Th-41, 4
speed, air, AM-FM,
28,000 miles, really
sharp. Call 7534947 after
4.
017 TOYOTA CORONA,










air, tape. Local owned




after 6 p. m. 753-0554.
1983 DODGE. Priced to
sell. Call 753-1356.
1973 EL CAMINO SS
white on black Super
Sport. Slotted mag
wheels, new wide tires,
full WWI!, air, windows,
tonneau cover, air
shocks, 454. 14 MPG, all
around, 55,000 miles.
Call 438-2207 or 901-247-
9902.
1919 TOYOTA, 4 door,
Corona Mark II.
Automatic and air. Nice
car. Call 753-3378.
1972 HONDA COUPE,
new engine. $1,200. Call
753-2329.
3IE" X la 713
1111111111111111
19114 FORD PICKUP, V-6
automatic, $275.00. Cell






073 VW SUPER Beetle,
12,000 flat. Call 753-7838.
1172 GRAND TORINO, itu
power and air, $1,800, or
best offer. Also 1974
Ford F-100 camper, mag
wheels, $3,295. Phone
after 6 p.m. 753-7907.
GREATER ROCKFORD
AUTO AUCTION, 1500
Cars every month for
auction. New modern
Facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rain 815-968-
6262. This is a dealers
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling

















for business, industry or
your home. Over 25
years experience. All




W11.1. BABY sit day or
night in your home orauction. 
mine. Good references.
Call 7534308.1970 VW VAN, 59,000
miles, $1,495. Call 753-
9710.
1975, 4 x 4, BLAZER
















1972 VW orange Beetle.Luxus. White on white, 
New tires, very sharp.fully equipped. Call 753-
• 51,350. Call 753-0605.7132.
1971 OLDSMOBILE
Cutlass S. Power
steering, brakes and air.
350 two barrel. Extra
clean. Call 7534565.
1171 TORINO GT. Good
condition. low mileage.
$1,500. See at Lee's
Upholstery. Call 753-
5154.




1973 HORNET X Hat-
chback, automatic,
power steering, air, new
radial tires, extra sharp
and clean. Call 753-6280
after 5 p. m.
1773 LTD power brakes,
steering, and air. New
tires. Less than 24,000
miles. Call 436-5818.




MANS, in good con-
dition, motor
overhauled 1 year ago.









miles, $1250. Cie 753-
9189 or 7534124 after 5p.
in.
382 CHEVY 11, good








steering, brakes and air,
good condition. Call 75$-
4548 after sp.ga.
-
071 VW CAMPER. Re-
built engine, good
condition. Asking 12,100.
Call 753-0362 after 4:30.
1171 SENTURY CAM-











and dirt. Call 437-4533,














vice. No job too small









and some yard work.
Call 753.1495.
PAINTING INTERIOR




Call 436-2437 after 5 p.m
DOZER WORK 'small
sine ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 733-7370 or 753-4156.
074 CHEVY PICKUP MINOR REPAIRS and
custom Deluxe, igre • alterations, hrniture








SEWING. See Rachel at






hauling, etc. Large line
of late model earth
moving equipment.
Over 30 years ex-
perience. Call Steven
Alexander at 489-2616,
days, 753-1959 nights, or









Don't forget the carpets.





and Floor Covering, 1210
W. Main.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. C,aU 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
KIRBY CARPET CARE-
clean rugs of all kinds.














Call 753-4124, South 4th












PAINTING - ex- •
perieweed painter and
paper Wager, interior
and exterior by the hour
or job. Free estimates.
Call 7534343.
YARD WORK - mowing,
trimming, flower beds,
etc. Reliable adults. Call
7534354.
J & B WELDING and
Fabrication. 24 hour
service. Six miles South







struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.




down two story colonial
type house for lumber or
to move house. Call 753-
4095.
WANTED YARDS to -




*HOSPITAL SUPPUB FOR PANT AND SALE
'LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
BUILT UP ROOFING
Repair Work, New Construction and Reroofing,
Johns-Manville approved contractor.





The Mayor and Comma Cooed of the
City of *array, By. are accepting bids m-
g 5 p. rn Thersday, April Ilk., 1976 for
two (2) 1/4 & 2 calk yd. Waite three (3)
wheel refine type vehicles for the Depart-
moat of Streets-Saseitaties.
Specificatioas am he picked op et the




Before you buy a hole in the
water to throw your mo hito,











Route 5, Box 626
MwreYs Kentucky 42071
Meese ($02) 434-1174









































47 City in New
York
51 Greek letter











Milton Williams Robert Wilkerson
Dies Today With Dies This Morning
Funeral On Friday
Milton Williams of 815 South
Fourh Street, Murray, died
this morning at 6:05 at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 79 years of
age.
The Murray man was a
member of the First Baptist
Church. Born September 27,
1896, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late James
Williams and Lara McCuiston
Williams.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
rola Fielder Williams; four
daughters, Mrs. Lee ( Ardieth)
Burneve, Clawson, Mich.,
Mrs. Norma Stewart, Fort
Walton Beach, Fla., Mrs. Jim
( Mary Ann) Cox, Royal Oak,
Mich., and Mrs. Jimmy
Elna ) Rickman, Murray; one
son, Earl Williams, Detroit,
Mich.; one sister, Mrs. Wayne
Shellie ) Ferguson, Hazel;
two brothers, Robert
Williams. Murray Route Five,




The funeral will be held
Friday at ten a.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Dr. Bill
Whittaker and Rev. Paul
Welch officiating. Burial will
be in the Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at the





The funeral for Mrs. Myrta
Owen was held this morning at
ten o'clock at the Murray City
Cemetery with Dr. James A.
Fisher officiating.
Pallbearers were John Ed
Scott, Tom Brown, Ray
Sobieski, Keith Kennedy, Bill
Boyd, and Billy Edmonds. The
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
had charge of the
arrangements.
Mrs. Owen, age 88, died
Monday at 10:05 p. m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. Her husband,
Leland E. Owen, died in 1950.
Born September 17, 1887, at
New Concord, she was the
daughter of the late Thomas
E. Kirkland and Virginia
Rowlett Kirkland.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Bill
(Charlotte) Barker, 107 North
12th Street, Murray, one
granddaughter, Mrs. Jennie
Barker Gordon, and one great
grandson, William Gordon,
Murray.
The Murray woman was a
member of the First United
Methodist Church, past
president of the Murray
Woman's Club, and a charter
member of the Murray
Magazine Club
Robert Wilkerson of 1203
Vine Street, Murray, died
early this morning at his
home.
The Murray man was 58
years of age and a member of
the First Baptist Church,
Murray.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Lexie Wilkerson, 1203 Vine
Street, Murray; mother, Mrs.
Hermolian Alexander of
Mayfield Route Four; four
daughters, Mrs. Allen
(Sarrunye) Franklin, Baldwin,
Mo., Mrs. Gene (Sharon)
Outland, Mrs. E. L. (Janice)
Howe, Jr., and Mrs. Reggie




Mich.; two step sisters, Mrs.
Pearl Jackson and Mrs. Lute
Reed, both of Mayfield; six
grandchildren.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete but friends may
call at the Hopkins-Brown
Funeral Home, Wingo, after
four p. m. on Thursday. The
family requests that ex-
pressions of sympathy take
the form of donations to the






William Deese Vinson will be
held Thursday at two p.m. at
the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
Rev. Harold Council of-
ficiating and Mrs. Otto Erwin
playing the organ.
Pallbearers will be James
Whitis, Joe Roberts, Willie
Rudd, Homer Williams, Carl
Beeler, Connie Buzanas,
Robert Buchanan-, and Gene
McDonald. Burial will be in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home,..,
Mr. Vinson, age 61,
resident of 613 South Thirc
Street, Paducah, died
Tuesday at 5:23 a.m. at the
Veterans Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn. He was owner and
operator of the Vinson
Plumbing Company,
Paducah, an Air Force
veteran of World War II, and a
member of the Southland
Baptist Temple, Paducah.
The deceased and his wife,
Mrs. Frances Outland Vinson,
who survives, were married
April 9, 1955. Born May 13,
1914, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
Euphrates ( Frate ) Vinson and
Molly Roberts Vinson.
Survivors are his wife, one
daughter, Miss Cynthia Ann
Vinson, one son. William
Deese Vinson, Jr., and his
wife, Melissa Gayle, all of
Paducah; one brother, Shirley
















































































The funeral services for
Seigel Coy Story of Paris,
Tenn., are being held at the
LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, with Rev.
Carroll Owen officiating.
Pallbearers are Marshall
Provine, Paul, Steve, and
Kenneth Hurt, all grandsons,
Jimmy Williams, and Orvis
Hendrick. Burial will be in the
West Fork Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Mr. Story, age 91, native of
Calloway County, died
Monday at seven p.m. at the
Sante Care Center, Milan,
Tenn. He was the son of the
late Samuel J. and Mary Ann
Paschall Story of Calloway
County, and was a member
and deacon of the First
Baptist Church, Paris.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Hontas Enoch Story, two
daughters, Mrs. Edgar
Provine, Milan, Tenn., and
Mrs. Gilbert Hurt, Chat-
tanooga, Tenn.; one son, Dr.





Final rites for John Oliver
are being held today at two
p.m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Elder Paul Poyner officiating
and singers from New Con-
cord Church of Christ, led by
011ie Knight Stubblefield,
providing the song service.
Serving as pallbearers are
W. T. Patterson, Darrell
Mitchell, Kenny Oliver, Willie
Dick, Joe Wilkerson, and
Vernon Moody. Burial will be
in the Murray City Cemetery.
411r. Oliver, age 66, died
Monday at 5:25 p.m. at the
Puryear Nursing Home. He is
survived by two sisters, Mrs.
Taft Patterson of New Con-
cord and Mrs. Kelly Burton of
Murray, and two brothers,
Everett Oliver of Murray and
Max Oliver of Kirksey Route
One.
Import Limit Could Raise Prices Of Products
WASHINGTON I AP) —
President Ford's decision to
limit imports of specialty steel
could increase prices of some
products to consumers
because the imports are 20-30
per cent below domestic
prices.
The exact effect on prices
won't be known right away,
but even officials of the U.S.
steel industry, who have
advocated import restrictions,
say prices could increase In
the short-run. However, they
have argued that consumers
would benefit in the long-run
from a strengthened domestic
steel industry.
Specialty steel, which is
only about 1.5:per cent of total
U.S. steel production, is
primarily stainless and alloy
tool steel. Stainless is used
extensively in the food,
chemical, textile, pollution
control and electrical power
industries, while alloy steels
are used to make tools, in-
cluding tools for the
manufacture of nearly all
industrial products.
With such wide use, any
price increases in specialty
ghet 41a/tket
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steel are potentially felt
across a broad economic
spectrum. Barron's, a weekly
financial newspaper, said





announced Tuesday that the
President would seek
negotiated limits on specialty
imports and, if that step failed
to curb imports, he would then
impose import quotas.
This did not go as far in
restricting imports as the U.S.
Trade Commission had
recommended. At the urging
That
WARD and ELKINS GIVES YOU
THE BEST BUYS, DAY AFTER DAY:
of the steel industry and labor
unions, the commission had
recommended that Ford
impose strict import quotas
for a five-year period
retroactive to Jan 1.
Instead, Frederick B. Dent,
the U.S. special trade
representative, said Tuesday
that the President had decided
to try to negotiate "orderly
marketing agreements" to
limit imports, primarily with
Japan, the European Common
Market and Sweden.
He said that if the
negotiations are unsuccessful,
Ford had decided to impose
quotas by June 14 at the latest,
for a ,period of three years.
The voluntary agreements to
limit exports to the United
States also would be for three
years.
Dent said the goal of the
agreements would be to
reduce imports of specialty
steel to about 146,000 tons a
year, which is the same
amount the commission
recommended be achieved
through quotas. U.S. imports
in 1975 totalled about 153,000
tons valued at $200 million.
The commission said im-
ports, which increased during
:he recession, have hurt the
domestic specialty steel in-
dustry. Domestic production
declined 45 per cent in 1975
and unemployment amounted
to 25 per cent of the labor
force, it said:
A major consideration
facing Ford was possible
retaliation by steel-exporting
nations against U.S. exports if
this nation imposed quotas on
specialty steel. His decision
was intended to avoid
retaliatory action.
Both the companies and the
steel workers' union wanted
quotas imposed and had said
they would appeal to Congess
to get them. Quotas could be
imposed if Congress chooses
to overKide the I:resident by a
majority vole, . •
RCA XL-100, the reliability
of 100% solid state—no
chassis tubes to burn out.
RCA Super AccuColor
black matrix picture tube
for sparkling bright,
dramatically detailed
color with warm, pleasing
and natural flesh tones.
Check These For Outstanding Values!
Automatic Fine Tuning
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Felix C. Perrin To Retire April 24
Felix C. Perrin, District
Conservationist, USDA Soil
Conservation Service, at
Murray, will retire from
federal service April 24, after




C. Lowry, Area Con-
servationist, at Mayfield
announced.
Perrin has served as
District Conservationist with
the Calloway County Con-
servation District since 1965.
Prior to moving to Calloway
County, he worked in Han-
cock, and Ohio Counties,
where he Joined SCS in 1952. A
native of McLean County,
One of the many riprap chutes constructed in the Calloway County Conservation
District is observed by Felix C. Perrin (left) and John R. Clendenon. This structure and
the grassed waterway above were built last fall and performed as expected during the
winter
Dr. Houston Named Officer in
Area Health Education Group
Dr. James V. Hennessy, Coordinator
of Community Services at Paducah
Community College, has been named
Chairman of the newly formed Pur-




..about a kid being
helped to walk or talk for
the first time in his life.
Think about a mother re-




Think about it... and
you'll support the Easter
Seal campaign to help
rehabilitate the disabled.
Give to Easter Seals
for crippled children
and adults
Dr. Hal Houston of the Houston-
McDevitt Clinic in Murray was named
vice-chairman, and Nancy Nygard of
the Paducah Mental Health Center,
secretary. Ray Dunn, Allied Health
Coordinator for Murray State
University, who was acting chairman
for the formation of the organization,
will act in an advisory capacity to the
board.
The object of PANES is to bring
physicians, dentists and pharmacists
Into rural areas as students or on
medical residencies. The organization
was activated through legislation
proposed by the governor in March 1974
authorizing the appropriation of funds
to create an educational thrust in the
Commonwealth pointed toward solving
the problems of health manpower
distribution and effectiveness.
The health education system has
been developed on the basis of
geographic areas. It is anticipated that
the existing 15 regions will be joined
together advantageously so that the
eventual statewide area health
education system structure will consist
of approximately nine geographic
regions.
The Council on Public Higher
Education will be responsible for the
use of funds for this project based on
the feasibility studies made in the
different regions. These studies must
show the level of interest historically,
existing organizations, the potential for
development, and determination of
priorities.
The first meeting of the organization
will be held at the Mayfield Hospital at
7:00 p.m. on March 17 at which the
board will be seated and the meeting
chaired by Dr. Hennessy.
According to Dr. Hennessy, the
meeting is open to the public and
anyone interested in learning more
about the organization will be most
welcome to attend.
MINNENS MURRAY
OPEN NIGHTS 8 SUNDAYS
Hundreds of Pairs from
Minnens Current Jean Stock!
• REWASHED DENIM JEANS
REGULAR BLUE DENIM JEANS
9 50Originally $15Sizes 3-15, 6-18Juniors and Misses
This Is The Biggest, Greatest
Jean Sole in Minnens History?
Dozens of New Styles
Added To This Sale
LAYAWAY=
Pen-in is a graduate of
Sacramento High School and
Western State University,
where he received a BS
Degree in Agriculture, in 1940.
He served as a Captain with
U.S. Army nearly six years,
receiving the Purple Heart on
the first day of Normandy
invasion and was decorated
with French Croix De Guerre
and Distinguished Unit Badge.
"It's really a small world,"
Perrin recalled, "my helmet
probably saved my life wheei a
shell exploded with fragments
hitting my helmet and the
lower part of my body. The
helmet was shattered. Several
years later, I met the G. I. who
brought the helmet to
headquarters. He was
enrolled in a Veteran's
Training Class, in Eastern
Kentucky, where I served as
Veterans Training Officer."
"Perrin is an outstanding
conservationist. The Calloway
Field Office has assisted with
eight animal disposal systems
for dairy and hog feeding
operations, which have been
used as models for other field
office operations. They have
recently completed technical
assistance to improve a large
portion of the Clarks River. in
Calloway County.
The Calloway Field Office,
under his direction, has
assisted with a number of
practiCeS that has reduced
erosion and sedimentation, in
the Clarks River Watershed.
No-tillage, growing row crops
with a minimum of soil
disturbed, has been a




Perrin is married to the
former Agatha Shackette, of





Missions, at Murray; and Lisa
Waters, of Murray. They have
two grandchildren, and are
members of the Methodist
Church. He is former
president of Calloway
Agriculture Council and a
member of the Kentucky Lake
Chapter of Soil Conservation
Society of America. The
Perrins plan to move to
Island, Kentucky, where they
will be engaged in vegetable
farming.
Friends and associates of
the Perrins will honor them
with a dinner, at Murray, on
April 2.
Felix C. Perrin (seated) reviews some of the in-
formation found in a soil survey with co-worker John R.
Clendenon in the conservation district office at Murray.
,IS COUNT







Section Two Page 15 Wednesday, March 17, 1976
System to dispose of animal waste - a series of lagoons constructed below a dairy
layout disposes of animal waste. Manure is pushed from the lots into the first of the
three lagoons and bacterial action converts it to a safe liquid in the last lagoon. Felix C.
Perrin (left) and John R. Clendenon are shown examining the liquid in the final lagoon.
After 30 years of federal service, most of it with the USDA, Sol Conservation Service,
Felix C. Perrin of Murray plans to put into practice some of the things necessary to
control erosion on his 40-acre farm in McLean County where he and Mrs. Perrin plan
to move.
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PROVES IT...WEEK AFTER WEEK
KROGER IS LOW PRICE LEADER IN GROCERIES!
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With this coupon and $10.00 purchase, excluding
items prohibited by Ile and in addition to the cost
of coupon merchaedise. Subject to applicable lases.
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White Grapefruit 3.1 41
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CHECKING BOOK PIANS--Jo Westpheing (Mrs. Paul), former Director of Kentucky'sHistoric Events Commission, checks plans for Kentucky's Si-Centennial Family Registerwith its editor, Kentucky historian "Squire" I. Winston Coleman, Jr. The Executive Direc-tor of Kentucky Heritage Artists, Robert A. Powell (left) is art cirector for the Registerand Charles Hinds (right), Commissioner of Kentucky Department of Library and Ar-chive* serves as technical director.
Randall Patterson Speaker For
Hazel Adult Farmer Class Meet
Randall Patterson,
president of the Dees Bank of
Hazel, stressed the im-
portance of farming in the
community as well as the
entire nation at the annual
dinner meeting held by the
Hazel Adult Farmer Class




are the backbone of our
country and complimented the
farmers for doing an excellent
Job of feeding the people and
the world.
The bank president also
expressed concern for estate
tax laws. He said the law to
MISS YOUR PAPER?
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any' w 4 p. s. 1•1•rdsys t•
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exempt estate Isles was
passed in 1942 and since that
time all prices for everything
has advanced so greatly thaf
the present 860,000 exemption,
in the event a man died, would
leave his widow with an estate
tax, that, in many instances
could not be paid unless a part
or maybe all the farm were
sold.
Patterson pointed out that
unless the law is changed a
farm family that has worked
hard for years to acquire a
heritage for their children
would be in vain because of
the present estate tax law. He
said people concerned about
this problem should let their
Congressmen hear from them.
Other special quests at the
dinner were Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Thompson, Mr. and Mrs.
James Alton, and Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Miller.
Members of the class,
taught by Carman Parks, Vo-
Ag Teacher at Calloway
County High School each
Thursday night since January
1, attending the dinner with
their wives were Dallas
Lassiter, Randy Bomar,
Wallace Lassiter, Milford Orr,
John Morgan, Frank Turner,
Tolbert Story, Elisha Taylor,
Hildred Paschall, James E.
Erwin, Buren Erwin, Jessie
Fox, Gerald Paschall, Calvin
Key, Adolphus Myers, Willie
Vinson, and Rex Enoch.
Unable to attend were Car-




NEW YORK ( AP) — A new
company, New World Records,
a nonprofit recording company
created through a grant from
the Rockefeller Foundstion,
will produce a recorded an-
thology of American music con-
sisting of 100 records tracing
the history of America through
Its music.
Over a three-year period, it
will distribute the records free,
worldwide, to some 11,000 educa-
tional Institutions with signifi-
cant musk departments and to
music libraries.
The major portion of the ma-
terial will be recorded by New
World Records with the fore-
most American forces avail-
able. The remainder will be
culled from iodating recorded
material, often out of print.
The first 10 records will be:
"The Pride of America," "Rag-
time in Rural America," "Mu-
sk for Altered Piano," "Be-
bop," "Shuffle Along," "The
Birth of Ilberty," "Charles
TessiMoiss Geiffee," "music of
the Americita laden," "Art
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Many Families Seek History Of Ancestors During Bicentennial
In the years following the
war for independence, settlers
cleared land for homesteads
in lush Kentucky valleys,
alongside navigable streams
and when the view from
mountaintops was too
beautiful to resist, they
stopped there.
One of the adventurous
soldiers was Archibald
Prater. He and his brother
Jonathan, both veterans of the
Continental Army, together
with Ebenezer Hansa and
others came through Cum-
hoists! Gap in 1791 looking for
faxnesites. They found what
they wanted at the head of
Licking River near the
present Salyersville and made
camp. Their stay was brief
due to Indians, but four years
later after settling in Bourbon'
( now Nicholas) County, they
returned to build permanent
homes in the area that was
known as Meadows of Licking,
Lick Station and finally
Salyersville.
The log house built by
Prater was destined to stand
until 1974 and today the logs
are in a wing of the handsome
David Prater house in
Westmoreland Estates,
Lexington.
Among veterans who used
the Ohio River to reach home
sites was Capt. John Wilson,
son of Col. George Wilson of
Fayette County, Pa. Wilson,
born in about 1753, was M
when he married Drucilla
Swearingen and died at Cabin
Creek near Maysville in 1799.
He built the first blockhouse in
what is known as Wilson's




traveled from Wilkes County,
N. C. to Russell County, Va. in
about 1114 and settled in what
now is Perry County a few
years later. Indicating great
determination, an ancestor,
Conrad (Johannes) Am-
berger, and a group of Ger-
mans came to America in 1717
and settled in Virginia.
Conrad financed his passage
to America by indenturing
himself as a servant to
Governor Spottswood of
Virginia for seven years.
It was in 1835 that Elizabeth
Hamons Amburgey applied
for a war pension and to prove
that her husband John Am-
burgey U had served in the
Revolution, she tore pages
from the family Bible and sent
them along with her ap-
plication. Her husband was
born in Orange County, Va. in
1758 and they were married in
1767. She received her pension
and the pages she tore from
the Bible remain in the files in
the National Archives.
A veteran who built his
cabin on Grapevine Creek of
the North Fork of the Ken-
tucky River made his name as
a marksman in the
Revolution. Daniel David,
son, who was born in Virginia
In about 1753, was an ensign in
M0141111.3 Riflemen 111 the
Revolutionary War. Records
indicate that he was a brother
of John Goolman Davidson
who was killed by Indians in
Virginia and of George
Davidson who married Mary
Woods and were ancestors of
William Jennings Bryan.
Capt. Andrew Hatfield, who
served in the Revolution, is
buried in Roach, W. Va. His
brother, Joseph Hatfield,
served as a spy in the com-
pany of Capt. William ("imp-
bell. Joseph's wife, Rachel
Smith Hatfield, died in 1858 at
the age of 103 and is buried in
Campbell County, Tenn. The
first of the Hatfield family to
reach America was Joseph
Hatfield, who bought land in
Virginia as early as 1833.




I know it's never easy to
reconstruct your life when
this happens, but with pro-
fessional help and encour-
agement you can do it.
Rehabilitation services of
the Easter Seal Society
help handicapped persons
of all ages get back into
life's mainstream. Your gift
makes these vital services
possible.
Give to Easter Seals,
for crippled children and adults
Othera of the family settled on
Tug River in West Virginia
and the Big Sandy. It was
Ephraim, son of Valentine,
who was father of the noted
feudist Anderson "Devil
Anse" Hatfield. The father
was known as a quiet, peace-
loving man and served as
Justice of the peace. The son
had to learn the battle of
feuding and, following in the
steps of his Revolutionary
War ancestor Capt. Andrew
Hatfield, served in the Con-
federate Army as a first
lieutenant In the 45th Virginia
Infantry.
In this Bicentennial year of
America many families will
become interested in their
ancestors. They will travel
from county to county, state to
state, searching courthouse
records and family Bibles for
names and dates. They will
find some were heroes of the
Revolution and some were
not. In Morgan County a man
was disturbed when he
discovered his Revolutionary
War ancestor had been
hanged as a traitor, but
regained his family pride
when his research took him to
another region and here the
same ancestor was listed not
as a traitor, but as a hero.
There are, he noted, to sides to
everything.
(Note: Most names and
dates in this article were
supplied by noted historian
Henry P. Scalf of Stanville,
Ky., who edits a genealogical
quarterly that is a help to
many families seeking in-
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Scattered along streams and
lakes throughout the state are
instruments that tell a net-
work of state and federal
agencies what the state's
water is like.
The official name for
analyzing the water is in-
stream and eutrophication
mdnitoring. It provides long-
term analysis and background
data that is used by govern-
ment agencies to make sure
all is well with the water and
to detect changes in it.
Specifically, the submerged
boxes are gathering in-
formation that will be used to
answer 65 different questions
about the water. To name a




content, water hardness, trace
metals and biological life.
The information is used by
the U. S. Geological Survey, a
primary federal agency
charged with water quality
trifinitoring; the U. S. Army
Crops of Engineers; the U. S.
Department of Agriculture,
Sfill Conservation Service; the
16titcky Department of Fish
and Wildlife; several divisions
of the Kentucky Department
for Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection;
and the Ohio River Valley
Sanitation Commission
(ORSANCO). ORSANCO, an
organization of eight states, is
responsible for monitoring the
Ohio River.
Until last year, each agency
collected only the information
it needed and, in many cases,
duplicated what another was
doing.
Today, a strategy has been
adopted that will cut out
duplication and provide each
agency with a comprehensive
look at Kentucky's streams
and lakes.
The strategy pinpoints 75
locations within Kentucky
which, when monitored, will
give the agencies a good
picture of the state's water
quality. Another 100 sites have
been selected for secondary
monitors, usually used only
temporarily or to test for a few
extra measurements when
special-area studies are done.
Last year, about 80 secondary
Monitoring sites were set up.
So far, 49 of the primary
sites are being used. Some of
those, however, are only
taking a few measurement-
s—not the full 65. Plans call
for. full use of all 75 primary
sites within two years.
According to Shelby Jett, an
engineer with the state
division of water quality and
chairman of the Kentucky
Water Quality Monitoring
Strategy Study Team, me new
in-stream monitoring system
will take all the information
collected for the various
agencies and put it together in
a comprehensive report. "By
doing this," said Jett, "we get
the information we need to
determine what the water
quality is within each of the
state's 10 river basins."
Jett said the bulk of the
monitoring work is being done
by the U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers, the U. S.
Geological Survey, the state
division of water quality and
ORSANCO.
ORSANCO does the
monitoring of the Ohio River
and any tributaries that
contribute more than five per
cent to the flow of the Ohio.
These include the Green,
Kentucky, Licking, Ten-
nessee, Cumberland and big
Sandy Rivers. Other agencies
get their information about
water quality on those rivers
from ORSANCO, which
operates about 30 monitors not
included in the 75 sites
selected for the Kentucky
strategy. ORSANCO does
operate six of the strategy
sites.
be operated by a different
agency, making the in-
formation obtained available
to all of them. "This cuts down
on the cost of operating
duplicate stations and
provides each of the par-
ticipating agencies with more
information at less cost than
would otherwise have been
possible," said Jett.
"When two agencies have
been operating a station at the
same place," added Jett, "one
will stop and obtain its in-
formation from the other."
Jett said the state division of
water will work with in-
formation obtained from all 75
primary sites selected in the
strategy. Nine of those sites
are already monitored by
automatic devices set up by
the division of water quality.
Electronic probes in the
monitors record their findings
on a chart and automatically
transmit the information to
Frankfort by telephone using
electronic tones. The reports
are recorded on a tape that
can be read by a computer.
One thing the robot monitors
measure is conductivity—the
water's ability to carry an
electrica: current. That said
Jett, is extremely -important
because it has a direct
relationship to the amount of
minerals in the water.
"Later," said Jett, "after
analyzing samples of the
water, we are able to recon-
struct approximately what is
in the water at any time it is
monitored."
Results Of Blackbird Spray
Will Be Known In Several Days
.LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
State and local officials say
they do not expect to know the
results for "several days" of
tw`o blackbird roosts in
Kentucky sprayed with a
ctlemical detergent Monday
hOght in an effort to kill them.
.4i helicopter equipped for
cgernical spraying dumped
8110 gallons of PA 14 on a ten-
acre roost of about one million
blackbirds in Grayson County
early Monday evening. The
roost was at Bush lake, near
Aiurrier, Ky.
:The helicopter and state
pt control officials then
h4ded for Bowling Green,
4, to spray a 12 and one-half
ago roost in Warren County.
• t in Warren County.
he Grayson County
spraying operation took about
30 minutes, according to Jack
Ewing, county agriculture
ension agent.
wing said results of
nday night's spraying
W1Suld not be known for
several days..'  We conducted
the spraying on the assum-
ption that it will rain within
the next two or three days,"
said Ewing.
"We won't know until after
it rains whether we killed any
birds," he added.
The chemical detergent
used in both sprayings
Monday night and in previous
sprayings — mixed with water
and alcohol — strips the birds
of protective oils, causing
them to die from exposure in
cold, damp weather.
Ewing said the Bush Lake
roost has been there for about
four years. "It's beginning to
break up some," said Ewing.
"The birds are beginning to





said chemical spraying of the
Warren County roost began at
about 9: 30 p.m. EST.
Hume said between one
thousand to 1,200 gallons of the
chemical mixture were
sprayed on the roost behind a
mobile home park near
Bowling Green.
The Bowling Green roost
was sprayed once last month,
but state and local officials
have indicated the operation
was not very successful
because of lack of sufficient

























































Jim Adams ED. Guarantee
IF FOR ANY REASON YOU ARE
NOT SATISFIED WITH YOUR MEAT
PURCHASE—THEN JIM ADAMS (WILL
REFUND YOUR FULL PURCHASE PRICE.
"NO QUESTIONS ASKED"—IF THE PRODUCT IS






























Naming a Bididay, Anniversary
or WEDDING?
ORDER NOW
Thurs., Fri., & Sat. Only
Econ-O-Line by Janice
HOW MUCH IS ENOUGH MEAT?
Most of us know hew much meet we will flied for ear family meals. Bet we can be. little lost on
=et how much is enough
occasions *ben we are going to prepare food for a taro grow. Bore Is • maids to Mop you
I Meat with a mintimmt smart of boreerat - bream round Moak, sivioln, stew meat, ground beet,
rolled rusets. veal cutlets or liver - lb per earring.
i. Meat with some bine- steaks, chops, roast and ham - one-third to Mis per servism.
3 Meat with mach bone - short ribs, spare ribs - % to lb. per serving.
POULTRY
I Chicken - whole or eve up - one-third to 4 lb. per person, tweeds or thighs - onetterd lb
son drumsticks or wings - 4 lb. per person
Duck
one lb per Nerving
HOW MUCH IS ENOUGH (contineed)
TURKEY
Whole tarkey one-third lb per perm - lag - lb
FISH
Fresh or frown *bah - M to 1 Ilk per prim
rot — t4 lb. per purism
=i-broaisd that stMo mollaird lb. per mum
4 
14all yea haws to del &adds what type of 1111111ter fowl aml bow many goats you 
will sem and tido













































PRICES GOOD THRU TUESDAY, MARCH 23, 1976
IT'S THE TOTAL ON







 55; 0 • 303 CAN
 59c COCKTAIL'





















QUIK 2 1.12 
Jim Adams & Jerry Bowden are pleased to
ammo the appointment of Gary Covey
as Manager of the Noriltside I6A. Gary
replaces Carlton Moore wile is being he-
storied to a Tennessee store. Gary













BUSH•29 oz. CAN DEL MONTE
HPPD. TURNIP GREENS 29; CREAM OF MUSHROOM BREAKFAST






Robin Bryan, left, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John W.
Bryan, Murray, and Cheryl Yancey, daughter of Rev. and
Mrs. Charles L Yancey, Kirksey, along with Mr. Barker of
the Baptist Memorial School of Nursing, Memphis,
Tenn., visited Calloway County High School Thursday
morning to talk to interested students about the school
and offerings. Robin and Cheryl, both 1975 honor
graduates of Calloway County High School, are nursing
students in the Second Semester of Level I Nursing
Program at the school.
No Estimate Of Cost For
15-Day Tour By Senators
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Congress has a six-page
report to show for a 15-.day
tour Of the Southwest Pacific
by four senators, their wives
and at least 15 aides.
No one involved can say how
much the January trip cost the
taxpayers.
The party, which traveled
by military jet, visited
Hkiwaii, Saipan, Guam,
Australia and New Zealand.
The senators were Senate
Republican Leader Robert P.
Griffin, R-Mich; Ernest F.
Hollings, D-S.C.; Howard H.
Baker, R-Tenn.; and John C.
Culver, D-Iowa. Griffin is a
member of the Foreign
Relations Committee.
In addition to their wives,
they were accompanied by 11
committee and personal staff
members and four or five
military attaches.
The report, issued this
week, tells of the delegation's
meetings with Australian
Prime Minister Malcolm
Fraser, New Zealand Prime
Minister Robert Muldoon and
other top officials.
Discussions were held In
Honolulu with top-ranking
U.S. Navy officers on security
In the Pacific and Indian
oceans, the report said.
It said that the Australian
government lifted a ban on
visits to Australian ports of
US. nuclear-powered' ships
after delegation members
asked how the U.S. Navy could
fulfill its treaty obligations to
protect Australia if its ships
were denied access to
Australian ports.
The report also noted that
many Australians are
disturbed at the lack of a U.S.
ambassador to their nation for
more than six months. "To the
Australians, this looks like
neglect at best, or at worst,
like a gesture of disapproval
of Australian policies," the
report said.
Only one staff aide on the
Foreign Relations Committee
was said to have any idea
about how much was spent on
the trip. However, when he
was asked he said he doesn't
know and neither does anyone
else.
The aide said it is known
that the delegation spent
$15,000 to $16,000 in U.S.
currency. But he said it also
spent a considerable but
unknown quantity of foreign
currency supplied by the State
Department.
And he said a total ac-
counting of the spending won't








Mrs. Mary J. Newberry, Rt.
1-Bx 251, Almo, James G.
Harrison, Rt. 1, Sedalia, Mrs.
Frances Dunn, 411 S. 6th.,
Murray, Mrs. Charlene F.
Jameson and Baby Boy, Rt. 5,
Benton, Wayne Duncan, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Billie Williams, 514 E.
South St., Mayfield, Mrs.
Blanche Lassiter, Hamlin,
Melvin Miller, Rt. 6, Murray,
John L. Owen, Rt. 3, Paris, Tn.
The beautification office in
the Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection
reports that a research
project sponsored by Keep
American Beautiful, Inc., on
litter control indicates that
people tend to Utter where
litter has already ac-
cumulated, where they feel no
sense of ownership for the
area and where they believe
someone else will clean up
after them.
CHECKING 041B5 — Christopher Wail Jr. of Camden,
N. E., born seven months ago with his heart outside his •
chest, is cirecked by Dr. Naresh C. Selena at Otildren's
Memorial Hospital in Philadelphia, Pa. Christopher has
undergone a second maior operatioo that km heed him 7
from a mechanical lung and started him on the way to a .
normai hie.
EIP wiraels1




Scattered along streams and
lakes throughout the state are
instruments that tell a net-
work of state and federal
agencies what the state's
water is like.
The official name for
analyzing the water is in-
stream and eutrophication
monitoring. It provides long-
tetin analysis and background
dela that is used by govern-
ment agencies to „make sure
all is well with the water and
to detect changes in it.
Specifically, the submerged
bores are gathering in-
formation that will be used to
answer 65 different questions
about the water. To name a




content, water hardness, trace
metals and biological life.
The information is used by
the U. S. Geological Survey, a
primary federal agency
charged with water quality
mirnitoring; the U. S. Army
Crops of Engineers; the U. S.
Department of Agriculture,
S11 Conservation Service; the
Keitcky Department of Fish
and Wildlife; several divisions
of the Kentucky Department
for Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection;
and the Ohio River Valley
Sanitation Commission
(ORSANCO). ORSANCO, an
organization of eight states, is
responsible for monitoring the
Ohio River.
Until last year, each agency
collected only the information
it needed and, in many cases,
duplicated what another was
doing.
Today, a strategy has been
adopted that will cut out
duplication and provide each
agency with a comprehensive
look at Kentucky's streams
and lakes.
The strategy pinpoints 75
locations within Kentucky
which, when monitored, will
give the agencies a good
picture of the state's water
quality. Another 100 sites have
been selected for secondary
monitors, usually used only
temporarily or to test for a few
extra measurements when
special-area studies are done.
Last year, about 80 secondary
monitoring sites were set up.
So far, 49 of the primary
sites are being used. Some of
those, however, are only
taking a few measurement-
s—not the full 65. Plans call
for full use of all 75 primary
sites within two years.
According to Shelby Jett, an
engineer with the state
division of water quality and
chairman of the Kentucky
Water Quality Monitoring
Strategy Study Team, me new
in-stream monitoring system
will take all the information
collected for the various
agencies and put it together in
a comprehensive report. "By
doing this," said Jett, "we get
the information we need to
determine what the water
quality is within each of the
state's 10 river basins."
Jett said the bulk of the
monitoring work is being done
by the U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers, the U. S.
Geological Survey, the state
division of water quality and
ORSANCO.
ORSANCO does the
monitoring of the Ohio River
and any tributaries that
contribute more than five per
cent to the flow of the Ohio.
These include the Green.
Kentucky, Licking, Ten-
nessee, Cumberland and big
Sandy Rivers. Other agencies
get their information about
water quality on those rivers
from ORSANCO, which
operates about 30 monitors not
included in the 75 sites
selected for the Kentucky
strategy. ORSANCO does
operate six of the strategy
sites.
be operated by a different
agency, making the in-
formation obtained available
to all of them. "This cuts down
on the cost of operating
duplicate stations and
provides each of the par-
ticipating agencies with more
information at less cost than
would otherwise have been
possible," said Jett.
"When two agencies have
been operating a station at the
same place," added Jett, "one
will stop and obtain its in-
formation from the other."
Jett said the state division of
water will work with in-
formation obtained from all 75
primary sites selected in the
strategy. Nine of those sites
are already monitored by
automatic devices set up by
the division of water quality.
Electronic probes in the
monitors record their findings
on a chart and automatically
transmit the information to
Frankfort by telephone using
electronic tones. The reports
are recorded on a tape that
can be read by a computer.
One thing the robot monitors
measure is conductivity—the
water's ability to carry an
electrical current. That said
Jett, is extremely -important
because it has a direct
relationship to the amount of
minerals in the water.
"Later," said Jett, "after
analyzing samples of the
water, we are able to recon-
struct approximately what is
in the water at any time it is
monitored."
Results Of Blackbird Spray
Will Be Known In Several Days
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
SCSte and local officials say
they do not expect to know the
re,sults for "several days" of
114 blackbird roosts in
Kentucky sprayed with a
ctirmical detergent Monday
n*ht in an effort to kill them.
4, helicopter equipped for
ctiemical spraying dumped
801 gallons of PA 14 on a ten-
acre roost of about one million
blackbirds in Grayson County
early Monday evening. The
roost was at Bush Lake, near
.Vurrier, Ky.
pr helicopter and statet control officials then
hOloded for Bowling Green,
l one-halfeto spray a 12 and roost in Warren County.
• tin Warren County.
he Grayson County
spraying operation took about
30 minutes, according to Jack
Ewing, county agriculture
extension agent.
"iwing said results of
litonday night's spraying
wVuld not be known for
several days. "We conducted
the spraying on the assum-
ption that it will rain within
the next two or three days,"
said Ewing.
"We won't know until after
it rains whether we killed any
birds," he added.
The chemical detergent
used in both sprayings
Monday night and in previous
sprayings — mixed with water
and alcohol — strips the birds
of protective oils, causing
them to die from exposure in
cold, damp weather.
Ewing said the Bush Lake
roost has been there for about
four years. "It's beginning to
break up some," said Ewing.
"The birds are beginning to
migrate from the south and
are heading north."
Charles Hume, Bowling JUICY
Green-Warren County Health
Department Administrator,
said chemical spraying of the
Warren County roost began at
about 9:30 p.m. EST.
Hume said between one
thousand to 1,200 gallons of the
chemical mixture were
sprayed on the roost behind a
mobile home park near
Bowling Green.
The Bowling Green roost
was sprayed once last month,
but state and local officials
have indicated the operation
was not very successful
because of lack of sufficient
rain and low temperatures.




















































Jim Adams 0. Guarantee
IF FOR ANY REASON YOU ARE
NOT SATISFIED WITH YOUR MEAT
PURCHASE—THEN JIM ADAMS (0.WILL
REFUND YOUR FULL PURCHASE PRICE.
"NO QUESTIONS ASKED"—IF THE PRODUCT IS








































Planning a Birthday, Anniversary
or WEDDING?
ORDER NOW
Thurs., Fri., Si Sat. Only
Econ-O-Line by Janice
HOW MUCH IS ENOUGH MEAT?
Mad of et knew how meth meat we will need for oar family meals. Bat we con be. little loot m
=Ilmauelleapee.searims when we are going to prepare food tars isrgs group. Here is a midst to hiep you
I. Meet ea gnome of bonefet — tweak= round steak, sirloin, stew moot, general beef,
mbed roosts, real er liver — % lb. pir rervtag.
2. Meat with same boo-- desks. chop, reed and ham — onetMrd to % lk per serving.
3. Meat with Met bane — short ribs, spare ribs — % to I lb per serehtg.
POULTRY
I. melon — whole or cut up — one-third to lb. per person, breads or thighs -- one-third lb. per per-
son; dramatic:kis or wings '41b per perm.
Dock
me lb. per serving
HOW MUCH IS ENOUGH (contineeel)
TURKEY
Whole Priory — ape-third lb. per person — keg — lb.
rtsa
Emelt or from *bole — % to I lb. per person
Met — to L. per pram
Steaks — onethird lb, per person
Frozen breaded fish sticks — one-derd lb. per meow
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PRICES GOOD THRU TUESDAY, MARCH 23, 1976
IT'S THE TOTAL ON




554 IØ® 303 CAN
e. FRUIT






KEEBLER•COO KIES• 16 oz 
CHOCOLATE FUDGE














QUIK 2 Lb. 
Jim Adams & Jerry Bowden are pleased 10
dflflOUIKI the appointment of Gary Covey
as Manager of the Northside 16A. Gary
replaces Carhon Moore who is being tran-
sferred to a Tennessee store. Gary
previously served as Co-Mg. of the Nor-
tbside store.
BUSH•29 oz. CAN
CHPPD. TURNIP GREENS ait



























Robin Bryan, left, daughter of Mr. and Mn. John W.
Bryan, Murray, and Cheryl Yancey, daughter of Rev. and
Mrs. Charles L Yancey, Kidney, along with Mr. Barker of
the Baptist Memorial School of Nursing, Memphis,
Tenn., visited Calloway County High School Thursday
morning to talk to interested students about the school
and offerings. Robin and Cheryl, both 1975 honor
graduates of Calloway County High School, are nursing
students in the Second Semester of Level I Nursing
Program at the school.
No Estimate Of Cost For
15-Day Tour By Senators
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Congress has a six-page
report to show for a 15-day
tour Of the Southwest Pacific
by four senators, their wives
and at least 15 aides.
No one involved can say how
much the 'January trip cost the
taxpayers.
The party, which traveled
by military jet, visited
Hawaii, Saipan, Guam,
Australia and New Zealand.
The senators were Senate
Republican Leader Robert P.
Griffin, R-Mich; Ernest F.
Hollings, 1)-S.C.; Howard H.
Baker, R-Tenn.; and John C.
Culver, 1)-Iowa. Griffin is a
member of the Foreign
Relations Committee.
In addition to their wives,
they were accompanied by 11
committee and personal staff
members and four or five
military attaches.
The report, issued this
week, tells of the delegation's
meetings with Australian
Prime Minister Malcolm
Fraser, New Zealand Prime
Minister Robert Muldoon and
other top officials.
Discussions were held in
Honolulu with top-ranking
U.S. Navy officers on security
in the Pacific and Indian
oceans, the report said.
It said that the Australian
government lifted a ban on
visits to Australian ports of
U$. nuclear-powered ships
after delegation members
asked how the U.S. Navy could
fulfill its treaty obligations to
protect Australia if its ships
were denied access to
Australian ports.
The report also noted that
many Australians are
disturbed at the lack of a U.S.
ambassador to their nation for
more than six months. "To the
Australians, this looks like
neglect at best, or at worst,
like a gesture of disapproval
of Australian policies," the
report said.
Only one staff aide on the
Foreign Relations Committee
was said to have any idea
about how much was spent on
the trip. However, when he
was asked he said he doesn't
know and neither does anyone
else.
The aide said it l known
that the delegation spent
$15,000 to $16,000 in U.S.
currency. But he said it also
spent a considerable but
unknown quantity of foreign
currency supplied by the State
Department.
And he said a total ac-
counting of the spending won't








Mrs. Mary J. Newberry, Rt.
1-Bx 251, Almo, James G:
Harrison, Rt. 1, Sedalia, Mrs.
Frances Dunn, 411 S. Rh.,
Murray, Mrs. Charlene F.
Jameson and Baby Boy, Rt. 5,
Benton, Wayne Duncan, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Billie Williams, 514 E.
South St., Mayfield, Mrs.
Blanche Laardter, Hamlin,
Melvin Miller, Rt. 6, Murray,
John L. Owen, Rt. 3, Paris, Tn.
The beautification office in
the Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection
reports that a research
project sponsored by Keep
American Beautiful, Inc., on
litter control indicates that
people tend to litter where
litter has already ac-
cumulated, where they feel no
sense of ownership for the
area and where they believe
someone else will clean up
after them.
OM,
CHECKING 0111S Christopher Wall tr. of Camden.
N. I. born seven months ago with his heart 
outside his
chest, is checked by Dr. Naresh C Saxerta at Children's
Memorial Hospital in Philadeiphia, Pa. Christopher has
undergone a second major operation that has freed him
from a mechanical lung and started him on the way to a
normal fife.
rye and We er
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Two Year Pins were awarded to members of Cub Scout Pack 57—left to right Neil
Segal and Mrs. Segak Mark Futrell and Mrs. Futrell Jerry Broach and Mrs. Broach;
Michael Morgan and Mr. Morgan; John Swan and Mr. Swan.
CUB SCOUT PACK 57, Den 1 Awards. Phlip Carter and
Mark McClard were presented with their Wolf Badges.
Left to right are PhMp Carter and his father, Mr. Carter;
Mark McCard and his mother, Mrs. McClard.
One Year Pins awarded to members of Cub Scout Pack 57— left to right, front row
Larry Doyle, Webelos Leader; Bret Waugh and Mr. Waugh; John Swan and'Mr. Swam
Jon Lindauer and Mr. Lindauer; Michael Morgan and Mr. Morgan, back row; David Mof-
fett and Mrs. Moffett Rusty Wright Philip Carter and Mrs. Cartel; Mark McClard and
Mrs. Mcaarct David Randolph and Mrs. Randolph; Kyle Smith and Mr. Smith.
mown by Gerald carter
Annual Banquet Held By Cub Scout Pack 57 Here
Cub Scout Pack 57 held its
annual Blue-Gold Banquet,
February 26, 1976, at Carter
School. After the banquet, the
Flag Ceremony was led by the
Webelos. Cub Master, Gerald
Carter, made a welcoming
speech to the Cub Scouts,
prospective Cub Scouts and
their parents. A new den, Den
2 was formed.
Awards were presented by
Larry Doyle, Webelos Leader,




Segal, Scientist, Citizen; Mark
Futrell, Artist, Athlete,
Citizen, Naturalist. The Arrow
of Light was presented to
Mark Futrell, Neil Segal and
Cub Scout Pack 57 Webelos Award Winners were Ion
Lindauer and Mr. Lindauer, Neil Segal and Mr. Segal,
Mark Futrell and Mrs. Futrell.
MEW
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A Silver Arrow was
presented to John Randolph
from Den 1. The Wolf Badge
was awarded to Philip Carter
and Mark McClard from Den1.
One Year Pins were given to
Jon Lindauer, Michael
Morgan, Philip Carter, Mark
McClard, David Randolph,
Rusty Wright, David Moffett,
Kyle Smith, John Swan and
Bret Waugh.
Two Year Pins were given
to Jerry Broach, Michael
Morgan, Mark Futrell, Neil
Segal and John Swan.
Cub Master Gerald Carter
introduced guests, G. W.
Hayden, Executive Director
of Four Rivers Boy Scout
Council and Lawrence Pretty,
a member of Four Rivers Boy
Scout Council. Hayden made a
short speech in which the
Pack was told that the
Webelos under Larry Doyle's
direction had ad‘'anced more
in Achievements than any
other Webelos group in the
Council.
The Flag was retired by the
Webelos. The newly formed







Mrs. Linda York, Rt. 4,
Benton, Mrs. Rhonda K.
Egerton, Lake Barkley St.
Park, Cadiz, Mrs. Elzora
Yocum, 916 S. 10th., Murray,
Mrs. Cora C. Bane, 216
jiidgeway, Lexington, Mrs.
Martha A. Hale, 308 S. 15th.,
Murray, Mrs. Donna F.
Hughes, Rt. 5, Murray, Greg
B. Black, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Mrs. Katherine Turnbow, 4194
Wright Park, Columbus, Ohio,
Mrs. Vera V. Smith, Box 54,
Dexter, Dennis L. Chester, Rt.
1, Murray, Mrs. Joy J. Wyatt,
Rt. 2-Box II, Buchanan, Tn.,
Mrs. Brenda Bucy, New
Concord, Mrs. Debra J.
Kimbro and Baby Boy, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Mable Perry,
405 N. 2nd., Murray, Mrs.
Lucy E. Williams, Rt. 5,
Murray, Artell M. Wright, Rt.
9-Box 218, Benton, Mrs. Jessie
Flora, 1618 Magnolia, Murray,
Ota T. Stalls, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Mrs. Annie M. Stalls, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Etheline E.
Bailey, New Concord, Virgil
L. Farris, 809 S. 9th., Murray,
Solon F. Darnell, 113 S. 10th.,
Murray, Charles Henry
Beaman ( expired ), 1506
Johnson Blvd., Murray.
David Randolph, Den 1, and his mother, Mrs. John Ran-





That's right. Your next great Corn is here. I've
got it. It's a high-performance corn hybrid from
Northrup King research, especially adapted to the
growing conditions in this area. It can help you take
a big step in the yield ladder in 1976
Phone me collect without delay for full details
how you can obtain your high-yielding NK hybrid. .





Paglial's Pizza and Italian Restaurant
Italian Spaghetti
Special
With Garlic Bread and 1 /2 price on
Combination Salad (with meal)
Super Special For Kids /
Spaghetti and Salad /2 Price
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
Includes as A/ways
FREE REFILLS
You Can't Eat This Good

































































































Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Mixed influences. You may
face some odd situations while





:Apr. 21 to May 21) tikiif.
Some advances indicated,
especially In the fields of art,
designing. New suggestions
may be made to you. Appraise
carefully, noting all factors.
GEMINI
(May ?a to June 21)
You have such a fine capacity
for handling big problems, it
would be a shame to let little
annoyances "get you down."
Stress your innate optimism.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Just ''keeping busy" is no
guarantee of success. The
Important thing now is to be
selective in your undertakings




(July 24 to Aug. 22) 444A
Look to revitalized ambition
and lofty inspiration to help you
put over most ideas and plans
now. A good day, under
generous solar influences.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) riP 1/4 .
Where the obvious means to
progress are skimpy, YOU
figure out preferable, more
feasible ones. But have
MARCH 18, 1976
patience, be vigilant, precise.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) io.r1
Do not hesitate to advance an
unusual idea IF you have given
It proper thought But do take
into consideration the previous
plans of associates — and
possible opposition.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. U)
"Retreat" is a word not
usually found in your vocabu-
lary, but it could be used strate-
gically now to reinforce
strength, improve tactics.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) efils"
Procrastination in facing a
"big" problem or undertaking
will pile up complications. Bear
this in mind and go about this
day emphasizing your more
practical and ingenious side.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Ad
If you keep matters in line,
you should be able to make
some smart, progressive moves
now. Look into others' ideas and
tactics: you may be able to
incorporate some in your own
program.
AQUARIUS
)Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A day in which it will be
important to use your best
judgment. If, on second
thought, an idea or plan seems
Impractical, don't waste time
trying to MAKE it workable.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) e
Certain changes are in order,
others are NOT. Don't buck the
tide needlessly, nor penetrate
too deeply into unknown waters
before you have the know-how
and the facts.
Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.
Reason 12. There are major changes in
- the tax laws thatt,ouid affect your
return. Our p4ople are specially trained
to help you take advantage of these
new laws. We'll do our best to make
sure you pay the right amount of tax
No more, no less.
H&R BLOCK 
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Arcadia St.
753-9204







Keeping Tabs On Sewage Full Time Job For State
FRANKFORT, Ky. — What
goes into any of the hii,pdreds
of sewage treatment plants in
Kentucky must come out in
previously specified quan-
tities and qualities.
To make sure the quantity
and quality is as it should be,
each discharge is monitored
either by the government or
the source under government
superivision, said Shelby Jett,
a chief engineer with the





by the federal govern-
ment—although most
dischargers send copies of
their reports to the state
dischargers meet the con-
ditions of their NPDES
( National Pollution Discharge
Elimination System) permits.
Those permits, which specify
how much the permit holder
may discharge into a stream,
must be obtained by water




in the NPDES permits are
based upon the history of the
plant, the ability of the
receiving stream to accept
effluent and the plant's ability
to treat the waste. The plant
STRIDES MADE
IN POLLUTION CONTROL
NEW YORK ( AP) — Dr.
Richard Schmidt, vice presi-
dent and general manager of
Ecodyne's industrial waste
treatment division, told an edi-
torial roundtable that recent
develoçxnenta in water pollution
control technology could sig-
nificantly cut the amount in-
dustry must spend on the envi-
ronment.
Schmidt pointed to a North-
eastern paper mill that saved a
total of $50,000 on pollution con-
trol costs and more than $24,000
yearly on energy and other op-
erating costs by incorporating
recent innovations into its
wastewater treatment
system.
The impact of such capital
and operating saving on the in-
dustrial economy should not be
minimized, Schmidt said, quot-
ing Council of Environmental
Quality figures which indicate
some industries will spend 10 to
20 per cent of their total plant
and equipment investment on




VIENNA ( AP) — The Vien-
nese enjoyed a happy surprise
In December when the city's
streetcars suddenly ...blossomed
out once more in the traditional
red and white, replacing the
former blanket of advertise-
ments.
The return to the "old look"
was made after a number of
residents appealed to the city
administration, according to
the Press and Information









Please Present Coupon When Orderin
There's more to like at Burger Chef
. _
IMI•mmill.1111 - 1,0,141P011
must be able to keep the
biochemical oxygen demand,
suspended solids, Ph levels





problems that might arise at a
sewage treatment plant and to
help plant operators correct
them, Jett said.
Compliance monitoring is
done by government agencies
to determine if a discharger
meets the requirements
specified in federal and-Mate
permits and if self-monitoring
Is being done properly.
Unlike a federal permit, a
state permit does not limit the
quantity of discharge but does
specify its quality.
To comply with the terms of
a state permit, a discharge
must be treated so it will not
upset EPA-state water quality
standards set for the stream it
enters. Jett said limitations
are based on a review of the
plans for the plant or of the
plant's history and a review of
the plant's ability to treat
waste and to meet water
quality standards.
"Our primary concern when
issuing a state permit and
setting limitations on
discharge quality," said Jett,
"is protection of the water
quality of the receiving
stream.
"Compliance monitoring
also provides us with much of
the information we use when
we must take legal action
against a discharger for
violating water quality
regulations."
Jett said there are three
types of compliance
monitoring. The most
frequent and easiest type of
perform is the NPDES survey
to determine if dischargers
meet the limits of their NP-
DES permits. The second type
is a performance monitoring
survey to determine the ef-
ficiency of the sewage
treatment plant. Sewage is
tested before and after leaving
the plant to determine how
well the plant is operating.
The third and most com-
plicated type of compliance
monitoring is the plant
evaluation survey to deter-





















































































process within a sewage
treatment plant. It is done to
provide technical information
to a plant that is experiencing
difficulties. Jett said division
officials must stay at the plant
at least 24 hours to compete a
plant evaluation survey. This
year, five such surveys were
done.
Jett said the division of
water conducts some type of
compliance monitoring on
each of the almost 30 major
industrial dischargers in the
state each year, plus several
of the dischargers that have
potential problems. Each
discharger in the state is
checked at least once every
three years, Jett said.
The division conducted































'fiFk4ivol  aW40 *
monitoring checks this year
Few checks are done during
the winter because bad
weather and low tem-
peratures hamper monitoring
and winter is less critical_
environmentally, than the




by frequent field inspections
made by division of water
quality officials.
"Each discharge source is
inspected at least every three
months," Jett said. "Usually
an inspector can tell if
something is wrong just by
looking. He may recommend
compliance monitoring to
determine just what is going
wrong."
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**IN* looppliviC.w.likevey, Ulds limmed
*Open Overpay I ca. di le p.a. latert focl. Feed limps






Boneless Rump Roast 
Arnow Veribest













  3 lb. Can
  10 or. Jar
49 or. Box
  12 or. Jar








Miracle Margarine  1 lb. Bowl 56`
Pringles  Twin Pack 89'
Lipton Tea Bags.   441 ct. kx 89'

















Del Monte Catsup qt 81'
Hunt's Catsup qI 81c
Del Monte Cut Green Beans 4
c Golden Grain Mac. & Cheese Dinner. 4
Scot Lad Grape Jelly 
Coffonelle Tissue  4 Roll Pkg. Mc
Miracle Whi
Yellow Onions 3 lb. Bag 59'
Cabbage Lb 11'
Carrots Lb Pkg. 15'
Red Grapefruit  10!
Apples Ia. kyl" Nkiws & Wines"
Bananas
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON 043580
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON e47336
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
(X)UPON



























Bali Site 3/89c n sz. ca 69c -"stiff2/93 ..c. 6/$119 nu. kr $159 cIa. 1..1 59 c12 sr Can 99 s5 sr Ca 149 33 et let 89c
Expires 3-23-76 Expires 3-23-76 Expires 3-23-76 Expires 3-23-76 Expires 3-23-76 Expires 3-23-76 Expires 3-23-76 Expires 3-23-76 Expires 3-23-76 Expires 3-23-78
Good Only at Storey's Good Only at Storey's Good Only at Storey's Good Only at Storey's Good Only at Storey's Good Only at Storey's Good Only at Storey's Good Only at Storey's Good Only at Storey's Good Only at Storey's
COUPON COUPON 043579 COUPON 047340 COUPON 141456 COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON












Bonnet 59 59c Lux 76 Syrup
tail Sin 3/$ 1°9
C
12 er 59 11 sr lot 81c 7 is,39 cj j I lb. Mel 14 si. Cal 11 oz. Ilet $436 et M. 19
Expires 3-23-76 Expires 3-23-76 Expires 3-23-76 Expires 3-23-76 Expires 3-23-76 Dipires 3-23-76 Expires 3-23-76 Expires 3-23-71 Expires 3-21-76 Expires 3-23-76 _
Good Only at Storey's Good Only at Storey's _ Good Only at Storey's Good Only at Storey's — Good Only at Store' GOOd Only at StarrY's 1Good Only at storey's Good Only at Storey's Good Only at Storey's Good Only at Storey's
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